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The present Study covers an agricultural area where irrigation plays 
an essential role. While only l6 per cent of  the total farm  land is 
irrigated, such areas produce 85 per cent of  the gross value of 
production, 
Land labour and capital, now available to farmers,  are not being used 
to ful l  capacity: 
a) More than one f i f th  of  the irrigated land is maintained in 
natural pasture or in fallow.  However, much of  this land is 
suitable, for  more intensive use, to produce wheat and other, 
Grops which are scarce in Chilej 
bj Manpower output is generally low> although considerable 
differences  exist between the different  productive sectors. 
On small farms  there is a high input of  manpower per hectare 
with an accompanying low output per individual. As, the ..size 
of  the farm  increases, so there is a. greater output for  each, 
individual in the labour forcej, 
c ) The tendency of  the movement of  capital in. agriculture is 
away from  this activity. The .capital accruing from  small 
properties is. insufficient  for  use in other activities,.but in 
the larger farm  group., representing 10 per cent of  the total 
and accounting for  two thirds of  the aggregate, production, a 
large part of  the profits  are not re-invested in agriculture. 
In. addition, in 14 per cent pf  the large farms  recent investment 
do not appear to meet even the requirements of  depreciation and 
already some deterioration in permanent improvements is evident. 
There are certain, elements which contribute to the failure  to take 
ful l  advantage of  the cultivated areas; - -
a) One. factor  i s concerned .with the type qf  admlwistration. Where 




the Owner diroct^y manages his properties oniy a quarter 
of  the irrigated land is l e f t  in natural pasture. On properties 
where the administration is in charge of  a salaried manager, 
subject to the owner's supervision, nearly one third is le f t 
in natural pasture. But on farms  where an employee of  an 
absentee landlord exercises complete authority more than forty 
per cent of  the irrigated land is le f t  in natural pasture. 
b) In the opinion of  those carrying out the research work, the 
attitude of  the landlord was found  to be an important element 
in production. They reported that S per cent of  the irrigated 
area was le f t  uncultivated, exclusively, as far  as they could 
determine, because of  lack of  interest on the part of  the owner 
The majority of  such cases"occurred on large properties. On 
the other hand, a considerable part of  the lack of  interest was 
shown by smallholders with properties either with a reduced 
area or containing poor soi ls, 
c ) The advantage which was taken of  the land was found  to be in 
inverse proportion to the size of  the property.. Smallholders 
tend to use their land to i t s maximum capacity, 
4» The majority of  agricultural labour force  l ives on farms  and receives 
a relatively small cash income. 
a) Agricultural manpower was made up as follows:  nearly three 
fifths,  resident farm  labourers and their families;  one f i fth, 
seasonal and day workers l iving off  the farm;  one f i f th,  owners, 
agents and their families¡  in addition there was a small 
percentage of  share croppers and specialized farm  hands. 
b) Agricultural wages are low because: 
i ) They are generally associated with a low output per 
individual. On small farms,  labour, whether i t is the 
smallholder himself  or a day worker, is not furnished 
with the efficient  Machinery and adequate power which 
would allow for  an output justifying-higher  wages. 
Naturally, the use of  agricultural.machinery, even i f 
i t were available, in small f ields  would tend to be 
uneconomic, 10 per cent of  the farms  have no source-




of  power except manual labour. Only 20 per cent of  the 
fanners  use tractors, 
i i ) Labour is plentiful.  Except in the case of  specialized 
workers, there are few  indications that any shortage exist 
or that manpower constitutes any problem, 
i i i ) The lack of  training limits the labourer's abil i ty to be 
of  greater value to the employer, and wages thus tend to 
be in line with abi l i ty, 
i v ) The system of  remuneration for  agricultural labour 
consists of  providing a home, certain foodstuffs  or a 
parcel of  land on which to: produce i t and a small daily cs 
wage, 
c ) The results of  low wages are: 
i ) a lack of  incentive to encourage the worker to put forward 
his best effortj 
i i ) standards of  l iv ing, vihichj in many cases, adversely 
affect  efficiency^ 
i i i ) the inabil i ty of  farm  families  to contribute to any great 
extent to the economy of  the urban areas, through purchase 
of  services or consumer goods. 
The availabil ity of  land is the principal limiting factor  for 
production on many faniis, 
Two thirds of  the farm  units vary in size from  1 to 20 hectares and 
together represent less than 2 per cent of  the total area. Due to 
their restricted size, up-to-dote machinery and equipment cannot be 
util ized, The draft  power available m such farms  (almost entirely 
horses and oxen) is often  only partially used. After  foodstuffs  are 
supplied to the comparatively large population per hectare of 
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ANALYSIS OF 30MB FACTORS WHICH ACT AS M OBSTACLE TO THE 
. INCHEASS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION; A SPECIFIC INVESTIGATION 
BASED OPT S AMPLING TECHNIQUE 
Prepared jointly by the ECLA and FAO Secretariats 
Introduction 
This i s a study of  the farm  and live-stcck business of  two provinces . 
in Central Chile, Santiago and Valparaiso, I t covers their main economic 
problems and short-term incentives to produce. The area is about 160 
kilometres long from  north to south and' extends from  the Pacific  Ocean to 
the foothills,  of  the Andes. ^ I t therefore  coinprises practically every 
type of  climate and soil.found  in the-Central Zone of  Chile, since i t 
embraces: the great mixed properties - irrigated and' dry farming  lands -
in the Central Valley extending towards the mountains; ' the entirely 
irrigated farms  in the valley i tse l f ;  and the large and small dry farming 
properties along the Coast. The zone, i s important because i t is adjacent 
to Chile's two largest c i t i es , Santiago and Valparaiso, and supplies, thern 
with most of  their perishable products. 
The total farmed  area in the two provinces comprises a l i t t l e more than 
two million hectares, of  which around 325,000 hectares are producing crops 
and pasture with irrigation, and some 120 thousand are producing crops 
without irrigation. Also the area contains some 765,000 hectares of  dry 
natural pastures, considered cultivable by farmers.  Of  the f i rs t ,  or 
irrigated area, 250,000 hectares are under cultivation, while about 75,000 
are either lying fallow  or used as natural pastures. ^ Although there 
is. much more dry farming  than irrigated land, farming  in this region may 
be said to be mainly producing crops under irrigation, as over 85 per cent 
of  production comes from.land  under irrigation. 
In the agricultural year 1951-52 the crops grown were: wheat, 95,000 
hectares; ^ cultivated pastures, mainly • alfalfa  and c l o v e r ^ 99,000 
1/ The mountain zone was excluded as no maps were available» 
2/ The last census (1936) gave thy figure  of  1,213 thousand hectares .for-
Chile's entire irrigated land, 
y About 1/8 of  the total. estimated for  Chile '••.•• 
y In addition, 1,500 hectares of  pastures without irrigation were grrrwn. 
• - • , / hectares; row 
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hectares; row ci ops, 77 thousand hectares, of  which over 20,000 hectares 
were used for  vegetables; barley and miscellaneous f ield  crops, 42,000 
hectares; row ;rops, 77 thousand hectares, of  which over 20,000 hectares 
were used for  vegetables; barley and miscellaneous field  crops, 42,000 
hectares; frur'.t  trees, 25,000 hectares; vineyards, 15,000 hectares. Also 
on the farms  cf  these two provinces were found  in April 1952 about 370 
thousand catt le, of  which one fourth  were dairy cows; 500,000 sheep and 
more than 50 .000 goats* 
In these two provinces there are somewhat more than 8,000 farm 
operating units of  one hectare or more in size, employing the equivalent 
of  86,000 full-time  workers* Actually the number of  persons employed . 
is greater, because some work only part-time at farming,  while others 
work only part of  the year on the farms  of  the area, Moreover, the farms 
in this region provide permanent residence for  some 240,000 people, 
including the operators ^ and their families,  the administrators and 
administrative staff  with their families,  the tenants, 'share-croppers, 
labourers, specialized writers and their families.  Also included in the 
group are domestic servants, small tradesmen etc. who tend to make up 
the communities on the large estates. 
Land distribution according to size i s very un3ven. On the one hand, 
the estates exceeding one thousand hectares, which only form  6 per.cent 
of  the total farms,  control 80 per cent of  the land area, whereas on the 
other, the properties having less than 20 hectares (but excluding thoso 
of  less than one hectare) only possess 1.6 per cent of  the total area. 
This uneven distribution becomes evun more marked in view of  the fact  that 
27 per cent of  the farms  between 1 and 5 hectares have no irrigated land. 
The estimated gross value of  the crops produced in both provinces 
2/ 
amounted to around 8,700 million pesos at prices of  April 1952. This 
includes farming  and live-stock production obtained by the operators and 
by the resident farm  labourers on the land .allotted to them as "rations". 
The farm  power in the area consists of  slightly less than 2,700 
tractors, about 37,000 draft  horses and 12,000 yoke of  oXen. 
1/ This refers  to owners, those who rent farms,  co-partners and in general 
persons who are responsible for  agricultural production in an executive 
capacity. 
2/ Including 643 million pesos- produced by the resident farm  labourers 
on their land "rations" / T h e f o r e y g o i n g 
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The foregoing  gives a general idea o í the area studied and i t s 
farming.  The'figures  were based on findings  of  a f  arm by farm  analysis, 
of  4OI farm  operating units- selected: by a mechanical saiipling device . . . 
from  the entire farm  area of  the two provinces, excluding the Cordillera 
de los Andes. Thé ar¿3.a òf  the units analysed amounted to 101 thousand' 
hectares,, 
The sample method was chosen very carefully  with a view to obtaining 
adequate'representation of  a l l sectors of  production and of  the diverse 
regions in both provinces, The selected farm  operating units were 
studied by skilled professional  men who were acquainted with the zone,^ -
CAHPTER I The property and, i ts size 
In studying farming  and means of  production in the provinces of 
Santiago and Valparaiso, the irregulai' distribution of  property in relatior 
to i t s area i s particularly noticeable» 
In a zone wh are the types, of  farming  range from  sheep-grazing and ; 
natural pasture and extensive growing of  cereals without irrigation, to 
intensive crops from"irrigated  fruit-orchards  ¿rid vegetable gardens, the • 
size and distribution of  property become very important in evaluating the 
means of  production as a basis for  any development plané 
Of  -the 401 properties studied, 5 per cent (19 farms),  exceeding one 
thousand hectares each, owned slightly under 80 per' cent (79,983 hectares) 
of  the tota l area. By contrast, at the other extreme,• 64 per cent of 
the total properties (259 farms  having, an area of  from  1 t o 20 hectares, 
make up only 1.6 per cent (1,589 hectares) of  the area being studied». : 
Properties covering from  20 to 100 hectares constitui"/e in turn 17 per 
cent of  the total number of  farms,but  only caaprise slightly under 3 per 
cent of  the area of  the region (see Table l ) , Classified  in relation to 
irrigation; 20 farms  (5 per cent of  the to ta l ) comprise a l i t t l e over 63 
per cent of  the irrigated area. 
This unequal distribution of  property becomes more, important since, 
in the group of  smaller properties up to 20 hectares, 27 per cent of  the 
area is unirrigated, and so produces much less than the irrigated area, 
Moreover, there are few  possibil i t ies of  diversification. 




The farm  area,, by i t se l f ,  i s insufficient  to give an adequate idea 
of  the size of  -jhe operating unit, since the extreme differences  noted in 
the distribution of  property by area are partially offset  by thé fact  that 
46 per cent of  the land on the large farms  cannot be cultivated. Most of 
this land, (about 85 per cent) belongs to the group of  properties exceeding 
one thousand hectares. 
For a better'understanding cf  both the distribution of  arable land and 
the average productive capacity of  the 401 farms  studied, i t being impossib] 
to obtain any rel iable information  from  the owner3, a certain figure  was 
assigned to each property representing the gross value of  production 
obtained from  average yields of  each province. I t should be stressed 
that such values represent only a theoretical average production. Their 
1/ I t was impossible to assign the real value of  production to each 
property since the information  obtained from  the famers  showed 
discrepancies, above a l l in relation to the gross income and individual 
unit yields» 
To overcome this" diff iculty,  i t was necessary to assign to the 
crops and live-stock for  each area, the average yields per province 
as supplied by the inistry of  Agriculture, taking different  coefficient: 
for  irrigated, or unirrigated lands, and assigning a production value to 
natural pastures according to this uti l ization and capacity per zone. 
This' method provided figures  which gave adequate importance to the 
different  types of  farming  sud stock-raising according to whether the 
region was irrigated or not. These figures  in turn represented the 
value of  normal production^ 
The use of  the system of  average returns can partly offset  the 
different  factors  which influence  production and which vary so much 
from  one .farm  to another, as, for  example, the influence  of  the climate, 
the quality of  the so i l , the administrative capacity of  the owner and 
what he does towards ensuring more efficient  production. 
The production thus obtained, multiplied b:/ the average prices 
received by the farmer,  in some cases, and when these did not exist, 
taking the wholesale prices in the c i ty of  Santiago for  "arch 1952, 
gave what might be termed "the average capacity of  production 
expressed in cash currency", • 
Such values, at the same time, give.an idea of  the average gross 




immediate aim is to establish the size of  the property; in no case do they 
indicate the real gross value of  their, production. I t is possible, however 
that the estimated vaJ.ues of  total production for  both provinces is not very 
different  from  the actual value0 .. 
Table 1 Distribution of  property and arable area compared with the size of 
farms  . . 
( in percentages of  the to ta l ; 
Area in Proper-
t ies 
Arable Cultivated Natural Pasture Fallow 
hectares Total (1) (2) (1 ) (2) (1)' ' (2) (1) (2) 
1 - 4 31 .3 1.2 0,1' 1.6 0.6 0a2 O0 05 
5 - 1 9 33 1.3 4.3 1*0 5.2 2.3 I06 0,8 . . - • 1. 
20 - 49 12 1.4 4.2 10 2 4.3 2.2 3.7 - l.G 1.3 : •  .2. 
50 - 99 5 1.5 : 3.0. 1.5 •3.3 3,8 2.1 1.1 - . . 5. 
100 - 199 8 4» 2 15.7 1.4 17e 0 5» 4 12.2 0.6 3.3 ' 7 " 
200 - 499 4 5.4 21.7 2.1 21.6 1.1 2.1.6 2.3 21.5 ' 1. 
500 - 999 2 6.8 19.6 1.7 16C 6 1.4 29.I 1.8 . 36.7 
1000 and above 5 79.1 30„3 91.0 30,3 83.2 '29.5 92.3 37.2 79.' 
Total. • . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100- 100 100,, 
(1) Irrigated 
(2) Not irrigated 
Using the method described, i t was calculated that the productive capacit 
of  the 4OI properties, was rather less than 403 million pesos,^and that of 
•this tota l , approximately 47 per' cent (188-million) was produced by 17 farms. 
They constitute only 4 per cent of  the total number. At the other end of 
the scale were 247 properties with a gross annual value of  production of 
less than 250 thousand pesos, forming  62 per cent of  the total . ' These farms 
were col lect ively responsible for  only 5.4 per cent of  the value of 
production. Such an unequal distribution of  property .can be seen much 
more clearly in Table 2 and. Plates 1 and 2. . ' 
Within the sector where the gross value of  production is below 250 
thousand pesos (Group 1-5.) i t was found  that 1 per cent of.  a l l properties 
from  the sample (4 farms)  could, not be considered as agricultural'farms, 
since in spite of  comprising up to' 30 hectares, they produced nothing, 
owing to their rugged topography and their poor soi ls. There was also 
y E x c l u d i n g production of  resident farm  labourers. 
2/ The average-gross production of  these^properties reached more than 10 




a sector of  39 small properties (Group Woa 2) up to 27 hectares, where 
the gross annual value of  production did not reach 25 thousand pesos; 
these farms  mainly consisted of  unirrigated areas with poor soi l and steep 
slopes,, These, however, were classified  by their proprietors as being 
suitable for  cultivation. The greater part of  this land was left  as 
natural pasture to feed  a, few  animals, largely sheep and goats; this was 
the main.reason for  the low income from  these properties. Some farms 
planted small areas with wheat and pulse crops® 
Table 2 Distribution of  property by the estimated gross value of 
production 
Number Per-
Size of  the of  cent-
property according pro- age 
to gross value per- of 
Group of  production t ies total 
Average 
productive 
Value of  value by Percentag 
production property of  the 
(in thousands of  pesos) whole . 
1 0 
2 1 - 25,000 
3 25,001 - 50,000 
4 50,001 - 100,000 
5 100,001 - 250,000 
6 250,001 - 500,000 
7 500, jOI -1,000,000 
8 1,000,001 -2,500,000 
9 2£00,001 -5P00,0C0 


















































401 100 402,836 1,005 100.0 
Most of  the small irrigated farms  with a maximum of  11 hectares of 
crops (32 per cent of  a l l farms)  are found  in the three groups immediately 
above groups 3, 4 and 5, where the gross value of  production roes not exceed 
25O thousand pesos. They are followed  by other unirrigated farms  (18 per 
cent of  a l l farms)  with a higher productive capacity, cultivating a maximum 
of  21 hectares. Finally, there are a few  properties ( l per cent of  a l l farms) 
ranging from  200 to 2,500 hectares, and consisting almost, entirely of  steeply 
sloping ground which cannot be cultivated» 
/All the farms 
P I A T É I; 
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Al l the farms  in the second group and a large part of  the third are 
found  in zones vhich could .be classified  ;as s'ubmsrginal; the poor ¡soil, 
steep topography, and the impossibility oi" introducing irrigation systevas, 
together with the-unsuitable size of  the properties, result in their' ' 
owners being able to obtain from  them an¡ extremely low standard of  l iving. 
Subsistence faming  i s generally.carried òn with a great waste of  labour 
since the primitive methods of  cultivation employed and the poor yields 
cause 3,ow, productivity. Had i t been possible to òbtkiri reliable data 
concerning production from  these farms'the  gross value of  their production 
would have proved to be far  below the average of  the 21 thousand pesos 
assigned to the 88 properties *dth incomes of  less than 50 thousand pesos. 
Furthermore, this type of  operating unit i s responsible for  a large part 
of  the under-employment in Chilean farming  distr icts, since the small area 
cultivated-keeps-the., owners and their families  occupied for  relatively few 
days during the year0. 
In the larger units within this group, particularly those with 
irrigated land, the situation of  the operator improves considerably since, 
together with obtaining a higher gross value of  production, greater use 
can be made of  a l l available manpower, which does hot imply that an 
efficient  or even complete use is made of  i t . Other advantages are the 
greater possibil it i es for  improving the farming  through greater 
diversification  end a much broader crop rotation. 'Similarly, smallholders 
in areas of  intensive farming  are offered  the opportunity to seek work in 
neighbouring properties.-; -
In the groups with a .¡gross value of  production above 25O thousand 
pesos, the land area of  the "properties bears no relationship t o such 
value, because these.- groups include farras  ranging from  the small irrigated 
property intensively e:xploited and cultivated to the fullest  extent, to 
the large estate* : * 
I t should be. noted, however, that in the two larger groups of 
operating units, Groups 9 and 10 in Table 2, where the value of  production 
per farm  exceeds; 20 5. million pesos, rail' the properties, except those 
engaged in large-scale chicken-farming,  have cultivated areas, exceeding 




Later on; in the chapter dealing with land uti l ization the way in 
vfriich  the arable land is used, in the different  sectors of  properties 
distributed according to size, wil l be described in greater detail,, 
I t is sufficient  here to say that there is no close relationship 
between the area of  available productive so i l and the production 
resulting from  i t . Owing to the differing  degrees of  the intensity 
of  cultivation, a. small property with certain garden vegetables, fruit 
trees and vineyards, or dedicated to chicken-farming,  can produce a much 
greater gross income than another larger property exploited extensively. 
Land t i t l e s 
A l l the analyses and conclusions of  the present study were based on 
agricultural undertakings, that is , farms  or small properties which 
could be identified  as such by the research workers who v is i ted the. 
area. I t i s true that the number of  properties recognized as such 
apparently differs  greatly from  the number of  title-deeds registered 
at the Income Tax Office,  In the registers corresponding to the rural 
and semi-urban zcnes of  the provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso, 
17j058 t i t l e s are registered relating to property of  over one hectare 
in area, which is more than double the number of  farms  calculated on the 
basis of  the sample studied. 
Such a great difference  between these figures  is because uuny 
properties, particularly in the unirrigated zones, are not considered 
as being agricultural owing to their small size and poor soi l . 
Agricultural enterprises may be made up of  various title-deeds. In many •• 
cases the owners have gone on incorporating other possessions or plots 
to their original farms,  so as to form  a larger operating unit. Each 
addition has a separate tit le-deed and continues to figure  separately in ' 
the registers. In addition, many small farms  have no houses .or 
offices  and were not therefore  identified  as properties by the research 
workers engaged on this study® 
Many properties of  over one hectare are in the semi-urban zones and 
were not taken into account in the survey. 
Although for  the purposes of  this study only properties of  more than 
one hectare were considered, i t should be recalled that besides these, 




properties having over one thousand square metres, i-áiich contribute in -
sane way to the support of.  their'owners. These properties cover ah area 
of  7,040 hectares, that i s , 3 por cent of  the total area of  both 
provinces. 
Land division for  other analyses 
In order to faci l i tate  the analyses in the following  chapters, a 
new distribution was established by which the land, instead of  being 
arranged in accordance with the gross value of  production, was divided into 
10 equal groups (tenths), containing 41 properties each® The last group 
contained only 37 properties since there were four  farms  which were being 
used exclusively for  dwelling purposes. As such they had no arable ground, 
were classified  as non-agricultural and were placed in à separate group. 
This smaller number is also due to readjustments i.aade in the sample to 
-> / 
avoid an excessive representation of  large properties.^ Land distribution 
in the rest of  this study w i l l be wade in terms of  tenths, as in Table 3. 
CHAPTER I I , Manpower 
The manpower question is very important in any study on agriculture» 
In order to analyse the part i t plays both as a production factor  and as 
a consumption element, the following  divisions should be established: 
f i r s t ,  the group of  persons who direct or administer farming  operations; 
secondly, the group of  men, women and children who perform  manual labour; 
and thirdly, the numerous population who l ive in the rural districts -
including the two previous groups - and who. depend on i t as their residence 
and as the principal source of  their food  and income. However, i t 
becomes di f f icult ,  i f  not impossible, to establish a precise division 
between the person or groups of  persons who administer a property and 
those who do the manual work, since in the majority of  sma.Il properties 
the owner is at the same time the adrd.nistrator and labourer. Consequently 
administrators, stewards and overseers have a l l been classified  as workers 
as well as those persons who only do physical work, 
1/ This division has been adopted for  two principal reasons: f irst  for 
groups with about the same number of  properties,, there will ' be no 
danger of  making comparisons between sectors chosen arbitrarily 
which may contain an inadequate .number of  observations; and secondly,< 




Table 3 Land Distribution in Groups of  10 (tenths) According to the 
Size of  the Unit, Measured by the Gross Estimated Value of 
Production 
Number 
of  the Number. Approximate percentage 
group Gross value of  production of of  the number of 
(Tenths ) in pesos properties properties in each group 
0 0 
269000 4 (non 
agricultural) 1 
1 1 - 41 10 2 26,001 - 48»,000 41 10 
3 48 «,001 - 705000 41 10 4 70,001 - 104^000 41 10 5 104,001 - 165,000 41 10 
6 165,001 - 260,000 41 10 
7 - 260,001 - 480,000 41 10 
8 480,001 - l,260s000 41 10 
9 1,260,001 - 3,500,000 37 9 




Days Worked by 'different  Classes of  Workers (owners, 
administrators, resident farm  labourers, outside workers 
share-croppers, specialized workers, e t c 0 ) and their 





Average days Equivalent in 
worked per year worker-years 
Owner and 




their families  571,050 
























In the agricultural year 1951-52, the 401 farm  units studied in both 
provinces employed a total of  over a million work-days to obtain a 





Taking into account the average number of  work-days for  each class 
of  worker (administrators,- resident farm  labourers, outside workers, 
share-croppers, etc» ) on the properties studied in'the survey (see Table i , 
i t i s estimated that the equivalent of  rather more than 4,300 workers were 
employed annually.'' In fact,  the number of  persons actively engaged in 
agriculture in the zone is somewhat higher, since there are many migrant 
workers who only work on the farms  during the periods of  greatest activity. 
Furthermore, some owners and their families  try to supplement their 
incomes by seeking work away from  the land during periods of  l i t t l e 
farming  activity. 
Taking the number of  work-days employed in the different  distribution 
groups, each property in the f irst  two tenths had an average annual input 
of  222 working days, that i s , the equivalent of  7 tenths of  a full-time 
operator-worker. (See Table 5)„ In groups 5 and 6, the two middle tenths, 
the number of  work-days per unit reached an average of  about 700 days, 
that is, three permanent workers. In tenths 9 ''.nd. 10, the avèrage labour 
input per farm  reached 11,385 work-days or 47 full-time  workers. 
Table 5 Average Input of  Work-days per Property at Different  Levels 
of  Gross Value of  Production 
Tenth Total input Average annual input 
Number Value of  production of  wcrk-d«ys of  work-days per props 
1 1 - 26,000 6,177 ' 150 
2 26^001 - 48,000 12,033 , 293 
3 48,001 - 70,000 16,915 412 
4 70',001 - 104,000 21,876 533 
5 104..001 - 165,000 29,553 121 6 165,001.- 260,000 26,255 655 7 260,001 - 480,000 34,203 834 8 480,001 - 1,260,000 77,087 1,880 9' . 1,260,001 - 3,500,000 173,248 ' ' 4,682 . . . 
10 3,500,001 - 27,752,000 612,337 19,135 " 
Productivity of  the farm  worker 
On dividing the value of  production mentioned in Chapter I , by the 
number of-work-days  - including owners, administrators, specialized, workers 
and farm-labourers  in general - i t may be seen that each one, on an average, 




worker ^ would thus produce i l l thousand posos per year. Again, i t 
should be stressed'th.it those values represent the gross production 
from  which operating expenses have not been deducted. Such expanses 
include wiges, seed, fer t i l i zers ,  machinery rnd fuel,  disinfectants, 
feed  etc» ï-oreover, there h^s been no deduction for  interest, amortizntio 
on invested capital, the lsnd rant or taxes prid. 
Large disparities in th3 productivity of  agricultural workers are in 
evidence throughout th.a various sectors of  agricultura, the most notable, 
however, being observed in the different  sizes of  the units and in the 
differing  types of  firming. 
Accounting exclusively for  the size of  the unit, measured by the 
gross value of  production, the least productivity is found  in smaller 
sized units, and among those which t o not irrigated. In the two groups 
of  small units the average gross production per work-dsy only amounts 
to 111 pesos (32»7 thousand pesos per work wr-y ear), In the intermediate 
tenths (f i fth  and sixth) production rises to 250 pesos p«r work-d-iy (62 
thousand peses yearly) and in the two upper groups, (ninth and tenth), the 
value rises t o ¿¡.22 pesos par work—day and 102 thousand pesos pâr worker — 
year. (See Table 6 and Plate 3) . 
Comparing the groups separately, the superiority of  No, 8, becomes 
apparent with a return of  439 pesos per work-day. This group is mainly 
made up of  medium-sized units, which with two exceptions (haying 1,500 
hectares between them), hrve an average area of  33 hectares, 20 of  which 
«re under cultivation. 85 per cent of  the cultivated ??rea is irrigated 
land, and more than two-thirds consists of  fruit-trees,  vegetable plots, 
and vineyards-. 
Group 7 is next in inipcrtines, with more or less the same characteristic 
Group 10 is largely given over to dairy forming  where much of  the work is 
mechanized. 
1/ To calculate the equivalent of  a full-tima  worker, an average i s taken 
of  the actual work-days contributed, weighted by each type of  worker 
in the 4IO properties studied. 
/The values 
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The values noted in Table 6 may give an erroneous estimate of 
production or net income, since in the small properties, investments 
and operating expenses are very small, being limited in many cases -
especially on unirrigated land - to the purchase of  seed, the hiring 
of  animals and working implements and to the assignment of  a nominal . .. 
value to the work of  the owner and his relations. In the large 
properties, on the other hand, overhead expenses, the amortization of 
the machinery used, fuel,  improved seeds,: concentrated feed  for  the 
animals, interest on invested capital, etc. , account for  a considerable 
percentage of.  the. gross income. Such great differences  in the gross 
productivity of  labour are thus seen to be partly offset  when the net 
productivity is calculated. 
Efficiency  of  the farm  worker 
A simple observation of  the number of  work-days per unit indicates 
that there is generally a considerable waste of  farm  labour in both 
provinces. . • 
Table 6 Gross Production - expressed in.Currency at Prices for  March 
I952 - per work-day and per Equivalent of  worker-year in 
the 397 properties studied 
Gross Equivalent of  Average Gross 
Production product work-days in days productiv ;y 
Tenth in thousands . per man—years worked per perm a.' ?nt. 
number of  pesos Work-days work-day (weighted average) per man man-year ( JO." 
1 523 6,177 84 20 313 26 P e 
2 1,507 12,033 125 42 284 36 
3 2,461 16,915 142 " 64 264 37 
4 3,557 21,876 162 84 2ÊL 42 
5 5,591 29/553 189 113 2Ó1 49 
6 . 8,502 . 26,855 316 114 236 74 
7 14,608 34,203 427 144 236 101 
S 33,855 77,087 4.39 345 223 98 
9 68,494 173,248 395 719 24L 95 
10 263,738 612,337 431 2,551 240 103 
The Economic Commission for  Latin America has already noted this fact 
in i t s Economic Survey of  Latin America 1949, indicating that "as a 
consequence of  the systems of  -work and the forms  of  cultivation, the 




and makes comparisons between the average number of  work-days required 
to cultivate a hectare of  .different  products in Chile and in other 
countries. Taking into account only some crops with a similar return per 
hectare, i t i s seen that while in Chile for  a. hectare of  maize 407 man-
hours are necessary, in the United States a somewhat higher yield, is produ : 
for  an average of  only 68 man-hours. For wheat, an average of  212 hours 
i s required in Chile, against 22 in the United States ,^ 
Farming in tha provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso, is undoubtedly 
among the most efficient  in the whole country; but even i f  the labour input 
were reduced by 50 per cent, i t would s t i l l be very high compared with 
efficient  and we11-mechanized farming. 
In order to establish a mors effective  measure of  the agricultural 
worker's productivity in the different  sectors of  the present study, a 
basis of  comparison had to be found  which, in this case, could be the 
"normal" labour input required for  different  crops under "normal" conditions 
for  soil and topography. Based on studies of  production costs carriad 
out by the Department of  Rural Economy of  the Kinistry of  Agriculture, on 
the authoritative judgment of  a number of  Chilean technicians and the 
experience of  farmers,  information  is available on this subject, A 
calculation was made of  the number of  woik-days necessary for  the complete 
cultivation of  a hectara of  the zone's various products under normal 
conditions, both without mechanization or with only partial mechanization, 
that i s , the use of  mechanical traction only for  soi l preparation and of  a 
reaper and a stationary thrashing ma,chine for  wheat harvesting. 
Once the corresponding work-days for  each crop had been obtained with 
those required for  the breeding and care of  stud and draft  animals, 15 
per cent was added for  general work and administration. At f irst  sight 
this percentage may seem low, but i t should be recalled that the s.-all 
holdings, in nearly every case, do not put in days for  administration and 
that in the unirrigated units there is very l i t t l e general woric. Both 
these facts  help to offset  the rather higher proportion of  this type 
of  work on the larger properties. 
Comparing the figures  of  the "normal" work input with the real ones 
for  the agricultural year 3.951-52, i t is evident that there is an eriormous ' 
waste of  labour in the smaller properties (those having a. gross value of 
\f  Document E/CN,12/164, Rev,1, Development of  Agricultural Production in 
Chile, pages 318-342, : " ' 
/production below 
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production ; below, •/&,.000 : pasos). In these, the average work input per unit 
was about 220 work-days per year0 Under efficient  "normal11 conditions 
(without mechanization) approximately 90 days would h five  been sufficient, 
(See Table 7 and Plate 4)» Therefore,  had there been "normal" workers and 
draft  animals, together with "normal" soi l characteristics, up to 6'0 per 
cent of  the labour employed in this sector could have been saved. In the 
groups immediately above, the position is not very different,  as there 
could have been about 55 per cent labour saving» Such' an excessive work 
input is portly justified,  however, by the fact  that most of  these units 
are very small, with' unsuitable topography where any work done requires 
additional effort.  Moreover, these units have only the most rudimentary 
working.implements, such as. wooden ploughs. home-made harrows, etc0 and 
for  draft  purposes oxen or horses are employed, the harvest is reaped by 
hand, while, the thrashing of  seed is done by animals. • 
Table 7 Average Work Input per Property in Work-days per year Compared 
with the "normal" (estimated! Input Without Mechanization and 
with Partial Mechanization 
Number Real 
of  the work-days "Normal" 










¿100- (7 x 100)7 
. A B. C D a / E a/ 
1 150 51 66 
2 293 123 58 — • . •• — 
3 ' 412 179 57 — ; -
4 • 533 246 '54 214 560 
5 . . 721. . 411 • 43 349 52 
6 ; 655 600 8 501 
7 Ô34 817 ' 2 689 . 18 
Ô .. 1,880 2,050 - '1,886 
9 4,682 5,099 — 4,369 . ,, , ,. . 7 
10 19,129 21,589 — 19,324 
s/ No comparison was made between the real work input and the "normal" 
with partial mechanization in groups 1, 2 and- 3, since i t was. considered that 
in practically a i r of  them- thé use of  machinery is uneconomic, owing to the .sraal 




. The principal source of  the great wnste of  labour is found,  however, 
in the underemployment of  this type of  operator, since an appreciable 
part of  his time i s not taken up in productive activities,, 
As the size of  the unit increases, passing from  the subsistence to 
the fully  commercial level , the productivity of  the ^rorker is seen to 
improve by the use of  machinery, while greater efficiency  i s observed in 
the util ization of  work» Thus in the groups containing units with a 
production of  more than half  a million pesos (groups 8, 9 and 10), the 
average of  work-days are less than thé calculated "normal" average,, 
Such advantages should by no means lead to the conclusion that these 
units have risen to the highest grade of  efficiency  in the utilization 
of  the agricultural worker through better organisation and administration. 
By comparing the real working days with those estimated under "normal" 
conditions with partial mechanization, i t was already found  that where 
there i s no wastage, the figures  are similar in e5_ther case- in actual 
fact,  for  an appreciable percentage of  the units in these groups, 
mechanization has already passed beyond the most simple stage, 'v"any 
units use machines for  sowing, combined harvesters for  grain, advanced 
models of  mowing machines, milking equipment, etc« Their util ization 
should have helped to reduce the average input of  working days. ; oreover 
i t should be recalled that the figures  used as a basis for  these comparisoi 
were calculated by taking into account the "normal" conditions of  Chilean 
agronomy and not the "technically ideal" ones. 
Worker efficiency  under different  systems of  land- tenure and administratior 
• In order to-veri fy  whether the different  types of  land tenure have 
any bearing upon the efficiency  and productivity of  the rural worker, the 
real work input in units operated by owners, tenants and share-croppers 
was compared vdth the "normal" requirements for  the crops grown by them. 
There were no significant  differences,  since, in general terms, the , 
"wastage" of  work is more or less the same under a l l three types of 
tenancy, _ , . 
Fairly similar results were obtained on comparing the work input . ' 
under the various types of  administration, that is s l ) landlords who 
operate their own farms  and l i v e on them; 2) landlords who do not 
operate the property directly, and \to v is i t i t only occasionally to 
/settle working . 
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settle working problems, .and 3) landlords who leave the management 
of  the farm  directly to agents' or stewards. The fact  that the results' 
of  these comparisons may not be systematic, with no clear tendency, 
demonstrates the mixed composition of  the landlords and administrators 
who direct the agricultural work of  both provinces. 
Table.S Types of  Administrator on the 397 Agricultural Units studied 
'//it h In-
With Pro- practical düs-
Profes- praotical Country- fes- expe- Country tria.1 
sional experience men . sional rience men 
Owners 22 80 132 13 . 19 20 4 
Tenants 4 31 29 3 3 2 
Share-croppers I 2 23 1 4 4 
TOTAL 27 113 . 184 17 26 26 4 
In fact,  as may be seen from  Table 8, the administrators of  agricultur I 
properties differ  greatly as t o Capacity and training. Naturally they ghc 
differing  degrees of  efficiency,  and, as such, exercise a décisive 
influence  on the way in which the agricultural labourer is employed. Amon 
the 'units studied there were several, generally operated by professionals, 
where labour efficiency  reached levels very much higher than the "normal" 
one, even without the -intensive use of  f-arm  machinery-and under the or dinar 
wágé conditions prevailing in the zone. 
Classes of  workers; their share in production 
Farm-labourers in the provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso do not 
appear to differ  much in their make-up from  those oí" the rest' of  the centra 
zone (although they are  nearer the great urban centres óf  the country and 
have a relatively .better system of  communications at their disposal). An-
exception is that for  the most part they are generally better paid. 
Of  the active farming  population the most important group, and that 
which makes the greatest contribution to production, is the resident"farm 
labourer group. During the agricultural year 1951-52, this group of 
worker and his family  between them were responsible for  55 to 60 per 
cent of  the tota l labour input; of  this to ta l , about '.70' per cent corresponde 
• -••. - - >;'•.>, /to..resident 
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to resident farm  labourers themselves, that is to the heads of  families, 
while the ranaining 3^ per cent corresponds to their relations who, by-
living in the house belonging to the head of  the family,  contract an 
obligation to work on the farm,^ 
The wages of  the resident farm  labourer vary considerably from  area 3 
area, but, in general, i t may be said that .cash wages range from  15 to 
50 pesos per day. : In addition to this wage and also according to the 
area,'the resident farm  labourer receives a "raw" food  ration, a dwelling 
place, and a piece of  land. This land may vary from  a. l i t t l e fenced  yard 
surrounding his dwelling, to four  or five  hectares of  unirrigated land. 
Normally, however, the plot of  irrigated land is about a quarter of  a cit, 
block (0„4 hectares) and that of  the unirrigated land about the size of  a 
city block ( l s 56 hectares). Where the resident farm  labourer does not 
receive land, he usually has a right to share the crops in the irrigated 
land of  the farm.  Finally, the resident farm  labourer has the right to 
pasture a given number of  animals in the fields  belonging to the farm. 
The obligations of  the resident farm  labourer consist of  supplying 
one, two and sometimes up to. three permanent workers at least when the 
work of  the farm  so requires. 
Next in importance are those known as "outside" workers, who between 
them provide from  15 to 20 per cent of  the total work input. The day 
wages of  this class of  worker vary from  40 to 80 pesos, plus a ration of 
2/ 
food  or a "gal leta",- ' or both. This body of  workers i s for  the most part 
made up of  smallholders whose aim is to eke out their incomes by working 
as hired farm-hands.  In addition there is a numerous floating  populatio. 
\ 
which seeks employment in farm  labour during harvest-time, to work later 
in other act iv i t ies, such as road-making, building and so on« 
The tasks of'  administration absorbed between 10 and 15 per cent of 
the total number of  working days. Among them are included those contribute* 
by administrators, stewards, foremen,  stable heads, keepers of  keys, and sc 
on, but not the work of  owners or 'managers whether they act only as 
administrators or as members of  the labour force  as well. The 
remuneration of  the administrative staff  takes the form  of  a monthly wage, 
which may vary considerably according to the kind of  work done and the 
abil ity of  the employee. This wage is! generally supplemented by 
1/ On many farms  these workers are known as "obligatory workers" and 
must work on a. permanent basis. » 
2/ Loaf  weighing between 250 and grams, /allotments of 
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allotments of  land and grazing rights, and usually includes, the ..occupât lot 
of  a dwelling-house arid rations of  raw foodstuffs,  ... , , , , .. 
Operators 'anil share-croppers each contribute between . 3 , . p e r .cení 
of  the sùm tota l of  labour'. The first-named  form  a fairly,  numerqus ,gro,up 
since arriohg them are recokened the majority of  the smallholder9 classifies 
in groups 1,2,3 and 4 of  our distribution. Share-croppers, may be, in . 
some Cases landlords who take a whole property to work i t pa.rti.ally or 
entirely, and in others, tenants, who as part of  their perquisites Agree 
share a given area equally. There are various methods of  share cropping,, 
but, as a general rule, the landowner's contribution is the land itself.,  ,.Í d 
a l l or half  .the seed, the fert i l i zers  and the disinfectants;,  the share- « 
cropper providëè the labour, farm  implements and beasts.of  burden. The-., 
crop is shared equally. 
Finally, the skilled workers - tractor-drivers, mechanics, carpenters 
stonemasons, electricians, etc,, contribute between 1 and 5 per. cent of  • 
the total number of  working-days completed. These are the relatively 
better-paid agricultural workers. « 
Causes Contributing to the Deficient  Yield of  the' Farni-Iabourer 
The small amount, of  work achieved by the farm-labourer  is not due to 
any s.pecific  cause, but rather to a large number of  .factors  which are : 
closely inter-related, and which, in many cases,' constitute a vicious 
circle. To avoid too prolonged a consideration of  this subject, i t is 
convenient to enumerate only the most important of  these causes: 
1) I t was found  in the course of  the enquiry that on only 2 pèr cent 
of  the. properties.was land le f t  untilled for  want of  labour, and that on 
an additional 13 per cent this shortage aff.ected  an increase in production; 
I t was thus obvious that the problem of  a labour:shortage does not exist 
in any marked degree, On the contrary labour i s , i f  not plenti ful, 'at 
any rate adequate for  agricultural needs at' i t s present technical stage. • 
The fact  that the level of.  farm-workers'  wages has not risen: at the same 
pace as wages in other branches of  the domestic economy, and even less ' 
1/ 
than the cost of  l iv ing, - J is a clear, indication that the manpower supply 
in rural areas has been more than satisfactory^  since landlords ĥave not te 
to compete to attract labourers by better/..wages and working conditions» c 




This in i tse l f  has helped to detract from  the labourers' efficiency  and 
to cause only a low rate of  productivity. I t Í3 true that there were 
quité a number of  farmers  (19 per cent of  the total number interviewed) 
who indicated the need for  :uore efficient  labour i f  they were to increase 
their production. These are, however, local and seasonal characteristics 
generally due to the poor terms of  payment offered  by the farmers  concerr d, 
2) The low level of  farm-workers'  wages obliges the labourer to 
conform  to a very low standard of  l i v ing , which has i t s .repercussions upc 
his health and upon his ini t iat ive to Improve his rate of  output. In 
rea l i ty , the small income turns the labourer into a partly isolated eleme 'i 
of  the domestic economy, since he finds  i t impossible to obtain any but 
the ?r»ost indispensable consumer goods with which to feed  and clothe himse 
the. comforts  and conveniences of  modern l i f e  are entirely forbidden  to hii 
I t is worth while to emphasize the pernicious influence  exercised by 
this low level of  wages on the country's economy. An enormous potential 
maricet is practically closed to the products of  domestic industries, owin'i 
to the shortage of  purchasing-power â .ong the rural population, 
3) The system of  payment which holds good for  the chief,  group of  ^ 
agricultural workers, the resident farra  labourers, based as it is on a 
small nominal wage in actual cash and the allocation of  plots of  land ane 
grazing rights, presupposes, even i f  the resident farm  labourer himself 
does not recognize the fact,  a decided disadvantage to his finances,  as th 
latter part of  his earnings depends upon his own efforts  and is subject to 
the contingencies inherent in agriculture, 1 • 
4) The lack of  education of  the ,rural labourer i s also an important 
factor  in his low level of  efficiency.  His semi-illiteracy, and his 
ignorance of  better means of  improving his. standard of  l iving, compel him ' > 
follow  the only work of  which he is capablé, arid even prevent him from  adaj ing 
himself  to more technical or mechanized farming  methods, 
5) In spite of  the farm-worker's  low standard of  productivity, i t is 
indubitable that from  an economic and social viewpoint he ought to be.paid 
much higher wages. I t must be borne in .uind, vaoreover, that the efficiency 
of  the fam-hand  cannot be improved vithouo the investment of  capital in 
agricultural enterprise, and without the collaboration of  the executive 
farm  authority in the better organization of  the work. The capable 
/administration of 
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administration of  an estate, even -without heavy additional outlay, .can . 
appreciably increase the productivity of  the rural labourer0 
6) The small investments in agriculture places within the worker's, 
reach very few  means' of  improving his productivity, " Eighty per cent of 
the estates studied possess no -motorized draft  powér, and more than f i f ty 
per cent are unacquainted with any other instrument of  labour than the 
ordinary plough'for  animal traction. I t is difficult  to imagine how a 
labourer can beçome more efficient  in such precarious "conditions, •  -•-'• 
Resident' Population . 
Without counting the outside workmen, who l i v e only temporarily on the 
properties, the permanent rural population of  the 401 estates studied 
amounts to something more than 12. thousand persons-. This number includes 
about I 7 2 operators, between 2.8 and 3 thousand resident farm  workers, 
about 4OO administrative employees, share-croppers, who amount to appro^ima sly 
35O, and the s k i l l s workers whose number should reach a l i t t l e over 110, 
In this figure  are included a l l the members of  their fa-àlios,  their 
dependents and other inmates of  their households, domestic servants and a' 
certain number of  persons, who may, or may not, do agricultural 'work, 
By far  the greater part of  this population is dependent on agriculture 
labour as i ts chief  - generally i t s only - source of  income, and on farm 
produce for  most of  i ts food  supply. The primary preoccupation of  more th? 
half  the properties in the zone must be the satisfaction  of  their o«n food 
'requirements before  anything can be sef.t  to market. The ,^ea and product'ie 
which has to be allocated to f i l l ing  the requirements of  the rural populatiç } 
is therefore  appreciable» 
CH.-iPT M I I I , Draft  power and mechanization 
Among the factors  which contribute to a greater degree of  productivity 
of  farm  labour, and to making better use of  the land, is the amount and kind 
of  draft  power available. Thé importance of  these'factors'is  greater, in 
the provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso, where the' wages level for  farm 
workers is relatively higher than in the rest of  the country, •: . 
The agricultural properties studied in these provinces had at their-, 
disposition, in April 1952, 133 tractors, .1,832 draft  horses and 604 yoke 




ploughing implements, and, on a smaller scale,, transport). This avail 
abil ity covered 17 thousand cultivated hectares, 2 thousand hectares ly ig 
fallow,  and an area of  35 thousand hectares of  land capable of  cultivât m 
which was found  to be under natural grasses. This draft  power would b 
equivalent to that of  96 draft  horses, 32. yoke of  oxen and 7 tractors >r 
every thousand hectares of  cultivated and fallow  land, ^ 
Table 9 'Type of  Draft  Power Available on 397 Properties in the Provin ¡s 
of  Santiago and Valparaiso, Distributed in Groups According t 
their Production Value 
(percentages of  the total number in oach group or tenth) 
Wo, Properties Properties depending Properties neither 
of  possessing or hir- exclusively, on draft  using nor pos ses sin; 
tenth ing tractors 1 à/ animals b/ draft  power 
1 0 63 37 
2 0 80 20 
3 0 83 17 
4 0 90 10 
5 10 88 2 
6 22 93 5 
7 5 90 5 
8 34 64 2 
9 76 24 0 . 
10 91 9 0 
Total number of 
properties 20 70 10 
a/ 7 of  the 78 properties forming  this group work with hired tractors. 
b/ 33 of  the 279 properties depending solely on draft  animals, obtained 
them on hire. 
Ten per cent of  the properties studied did not possess or uso any ki i 
of  draft  power. ^ (See Table 9 and Plate 5. ) In Plate 5 these proper '.es 
1/ In the provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso there, should be, therefor 
rather more than 2,630 tractors, about 37,000 draught horses ^nd 12,01 
yoke' of  oxen, to deel with 340,000 hectares under cultivation, 40,00t 
hectares lying fallow  and about 700,000 hectares of  cultivable land 
under grass, 
2/ Of  these 40 estates, vhich in the past agricultural year hi1,d'no draft 
porçer at their disposal, 65 per cent .were either under cultivation 
of  some sort - principally'tree plantations - or had cultivable .''.reas 
under' natural grass. These were exclusively row -crops. Only the 
remaining. 35 per cent had no need of  mechanical or animal draft  since 
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are represented by the shaded area on the bottom left-hand  side¿ ^ and^ ,as 
may ibe • seen, most óf  them'belcmg to the^g^òups in which the gross, valus, 
of  production is• low<> '' • •• ' v ' 1 1 ' ' . . ........ 
• In .contrast to the group naifted/  a larger sector of  properties. is 
to bé found,  which possesses-or'hirés'onë or inore tractors, and which .. 
constitutes" about 20 per' cent of  the to ta l number of  farms,  They are 
represented in Plate 5 by the shaded.area in,the top right-harid sicíe0 • 
'•;"" A more detailed examination of  Plate- .5 underlines the fact"  t';hat not 
one of  the properties l isted in the four  groups of  lower production 
. . . . . i/> . 
values possesses tractors, and that, on the contrary, 94 per cent - / .. 
of  the properties with the greatest production value dicV.pas s ess . orië -or 
more, of  these machines, ' 
The intermediate zone in Plate.. 5 shows, the proportion of  properties 
which'depend exclusively on animal draft  to carry.out the cultivating 
processes of  their l'nnds0 I t c:in thus be observed th.'t this is the type 
of  draft  mainly used in the zona, since 7iJ per cent of  the farms  are.only 
of 
worked with  oxen and horses,-^ 
The relationship between the total number of'properties  and the type 
of  ; draft  power which they havo at their disposal, may give an erroneous 
impre s só. on of  the importance of  each'of  these types with respect to the 
total area_under cultivation,, . An examination of  the number of  tractors, 
draft  horses and oxan existing on the properties studied, and of  the work in 
capacity of  each of  them, reveals the possibil ity that i t may be the tracto 
whi ch deal with the largest areas, , Indeed, i f  t o each-of  the 133 existih 
tractors is assigned an average working capacity of  95 hectares annually, 
to each pair of  horses 9 hectares, and to each yoke of  oxen 7 hectares, ^ 
the result would be that the former  could deal with the cultivation of 
rather less than 13 thousand he et aï- és, and the two' latter together with a , 
more or less similar area. In actual fact,  both tractors and animals 
work smaller are as, since, most landowners prefer  tò have ah emergency 3/ In this percentage.are .included two. properties that hired tractors.' 
2/ Averages obtained in the course of'  an enquiry into the Hise of' 
agricultural machinery made by T<X3LA in 1950. 
2/ Averages obtained.in the course of  an. enquiry• into- the•• iis-'ëágrjfouítuí 




surplus of  draft  power. Table 10 shows in some detail the number of 
properties in each group which used some form  of  draft  power, and the te al 
area, worked. Similarly i t shows the type and< quantity of  draftpower 
available, and the total number of  hectares which could have been cultiv ,ed 
i/vith these means i f  the capacity of  each team were "rationally" exploite » 
Table 10 Cultivated Area, Area Lying Fallow, and their Ratio to the Quart i t 5 




No. of  pro-
perties in 
Groups,which Area 
possess areas t i l l ed 
capable of  (hec-
tenth cultivation tares) 
Area Total 
lying area 
fallow  worked 
(hec- (heo-
tares) tares) 
Normal Percent; >e 
working use of 
Pair Yoke capacity draft  p jer 
of  of  Trac- (hep- availab! 5 
horses oxen tors tares) per prof  arty 
1 26 • • 17 7 24 . 8 21 - 219 11 
2 34 75 33 108 16 17 — 263 41 3 35 . 79 7 86 14 10 - 196 44 
4 37 115 19 134 27 7 • - 292 46 5 40 239 58 297 26 16 3 631 47 
6 40 252 56 308 34 10 1 471 65 
7 39 • 408 86 494 47 14 3 806 61 
8 41 861 37 898 120 17 11 2,244 40 
9 37 3,066 308 3,374 190 124 45 6,853 49 
10 32 11,907 1,344 13,251 434 362 70a •"".6,282 . 81 
Totals 17,019 1,955 18,974 916 604 133 £,257 67 
a/ In this group the working capacity per tractor was calculated at 140 hectar 3, 
since the average among the larger properties is that of  f  our- bladed. ploug 3. 
These figures  show that draft  power on the small properties with a modest 
gross production value i s turned to comparatively poor account, and that 
draft  power is increasingly used in proportion to -th e size of  the farm. 
This difference  is explained by the fact  that, as a general rule, the small » 
holder, who has at his'disposal only very limited areas of  cultivable land^ 
finds  himself  compelled to maintain a much greater draft  power-than he real y 
needs. In many cases the area under cultivation would not, from  a strictly 
economical viewpoint, justify  even the possession of  a yoke of  oxen. y 
1/ Such inadequate use of  draft  power for  str ict ly agricultural purposes í 
partly balanced by the use of  these animals for  transport or 'their 




From the figures  in Table 10 i t can also be seen that, in the smallest 
group, the owners prefer  the o:. to the horsey and that in the biggest, up ; 
to group 9, the proportion is reversed, in favour  of  horse teams, which ..are 
quicker. The fac i l i t ies  for  cattle-breeding and the use of  cattle for 
meat, on the properties inhere production value is greatest, reduce to a-, 
minimum the advantage of  draft  horse power over that of  oxen. I t should be 
borne ih mind, however, that in this type of  enterprise animal draft  has..; 
gradually sunk to a secondary position, ¿and is used.only to supplement 
mechanical traction, which has become a factor  of  fundamental  importance to 
the t i l l ing of  the so i l . 
Cultivable Area and Draft  Power 
Up to now, only the areas under cultivation and lying fallow  have1been 
considered in relation to draft  power, and no account has been taken of  ' 
that enormous cultivable area, whether irrigated or not, where no crops are 
grown and which is used only as grassland. 
In the sample area studied, there exist 35,000 hectares of  land 
considered by farmers  to be capable of  cultivation (nearly 9 per cent of  i t -
i s irr igated) , which in the. agricultural year 1951-52 were not t i l l ed for  a 
variety of  reasons. Of  this figure  about 24,000 hectares - of  which 850 wer 
irrigated and the remainder not - should be considered uneconomical for  ' 
cultivation purposes. This i s either because-the soi l is not f e r t i l e  enougl 
or they have steep slopes, because they have suffered  heavily from,  erosion, 
or they lack sufficient  natural or ar t i f i c ia l  moisture, because they need 
ar t i f i c ia l  drainage, or have no available means of  communication to send the: j 
produce to market. There would remain, therefore,  somewhat tore than 11 
thousand hectares capable of  cultivation under varying conditions, In 
1/ From a str ict ly technical viewpoint, the area indicated by landowners as 
cultivable is exaggerated, since, according to the estimate of  the 
research workers, at least 40 per cent of  i t has differences  of  e levât i or. 
so great as to make them unfit  for  cultivation, without the. introduction 




accordance with calculations,^ the draft  power available in the region 
(taking into account that the tractors, draft  horses and oxen of  each 
property only work in their particular spheres) would be enough to 
cultivate that area without any difficulty,  (See Table 11), I f  i t had 
bem desired to make an immediate increase in the area under, cultivation 
without altering the familiar  systems of  work, i t would have been possib! ; 
to use about 9 thousand hectares without making any further  expense unde: 
this heading. Later, in the chapter on the use of  the land, a detailed 
analysis w i l l be made of  the additional reasons which have prevented the 
bringing of  this area under cultivation. 
I t should be indicated here that the survey showed that only less tl m 
one per cent of  the properties failed  to cultivate their natural grassla I 
for  lack of  draft  power. In tern? of  area of  the land, some-what more th 1 
3 per cent of  the cultivable unirrigated area was not sown for  this reas 1, 
Ko farmer  indicated lack of  draft  co- er as a reason for  leaving irrigate 
grassland uncultivated. 
Mechanization of  Agricultural Tasks 
The mechanization, of  agricultural work in the provinces of  Santiago 
and Valparaiso is very far  from  reaching levels comparable with those of 
countries where agriculture is more fully  developed. 
For a number of  reasons, - the modest size of  the property, lack of 
capital, cheap labour, the high pirice of  machinery and spare parts, 
ignorance of  how to handle i t and of  i ts advantages, and so on - agricul irai 
machinery even in its simplest fonns  has not yet managed to find  its way 
1/ To make this calculation, the foi l  owing" normal' working capacities we 3 
assumed for  the different  draft  means, in accordance with of f ic ia l 
estimates and the results of  an enquiry made by the Economic Commise ~>n 
for  Latin America into the use of  agricultural machinery; tractors f  * 
six, four,  three, two, and one-bladed. ploughs, 160, 140, 105, 70 ar£ 
.35 hectares respectively par working year; a pair of  horses, 9 hecta 3S; 
a yoke of  oxen, 7 hectares, î ultipljdLng the corresponding factors  b 
each of  the elements available onth'e property, the area which, could b 
comfortably  worked under normal conditions was obtained., vifhen  this 
figure  was higher than the cultivable.area of  the propertjt i t was omi ,ed. 
Such theoretical areas were considered as virtually wasted, since th 
practice of  hiring out draft  animals is not widespread. Only 1,3 pe 
cent of  the areas cultivated and lying fallow  were worked with hired 
draft  power. When the figure  was lower, the difference  was noted as 




Table 11 Area for  -which Draft  Power is not Available Compared with 
the unused Cultivable Area in.the Provinces of  Santiago 
and Valparaiso 
Moa Area without Area considered as cultivable Percentage of  cultiva 3d 
of  draft  power a/ by farmers  and which was left  land lacking draft  po jr 
tenth (hectares) in natural pasture in : 1951-52 b/ for  cultivation __ 
Irrigated Unirrigated Total A 
A B C D D X 
1 225 12 2.99 311 72 
2 100 3 120 123 81 
3 78 4 113 117 67 
4 18 1 70 71 25 
5 . 221 56 224 280 •79 
6 207 19 236 255 81 
7 498 262 252 514 97 
8 153 97 157 254 60 
9 2,991 1,869 2,399 4-268 70 
10 IB,516 016 • 28,343 29,159 63 ; 
23,007 3,139 • 32,213 357352" 65" 
a/ This column represents the surplus of  total cultivable area on the 
estimated capacity of  draft  power available, in each property. 
b/ Only represents a part of  the cultivable area - in accordance with the 
opinion of  the fanners  themselves - which for  different  reasons was 
le f t  under natural pasture during the agricultural year mentioned. 
into the smaller properties, ' Thus, in farms  with gross productive values 
lower than 104 thousand pesos, which together form  a l i t t l e more than 40 
per cent of  the total number of  properties, i t was found  that the only 
elements used, other than those str ict ly confined  to manual labour, were 
the plough, the wooden harrow and some type of  grinder worked by hand. 
As the'size of  the property increases, some progressive farmers  are found 
who have introduced small types of  equipment and use i t with good results. 
Already in Group Noe 5 there are three landlords who possess small tractors 
for  the cultivation of  fruit  orchards and vegetable areas. Other farmers 
in this same Group, a total of.5,  have either grass cutters, ploughs of 
animal draft  or grain harvesters. One of  them possesses a stationary thrash? 
for  his own use and to be rented to other farmers.  Groups 6 and 7 are 
mechanized more or less to the same extent, and only landlords with a gross 
productive value above 4$0 thousand pesos .have made larger investments in 
agricultural machinery of  different  types. :. 
/Separating's:ome 
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Separating some of  the work, i t is considered that, in Group 8, 
between 45 and 50 per cent of  the work of  preparing tho soi l is carried 
out by tractor. In the two higher Groups this proportion rises to a l i t t e 
over 60 per cent. 
Harvesting and thrashing of  cereals is entirely mechanized on the 
majority of  the farms  which grow these crops to any extent. Only in isol te 
cases are a few  farms  found  where reaping is s t i l l carried out by hand. 
35 per cent of  the properties which possess or hire harvest machines for 
cereals work with automotive power or combined harvesters. On the other 
hand, 78 per cent of  the properties belong to the Groups 9 and 10, which 
cultivate grain crops, possess their own machinery, and only 22 per cent 
hire i t either from  the Corporación de Fomento or from  neighbouring 
properties. Of  the other kinds of  agricultural work, only those relating 
to the sowing of  grain crops, sheep-rearing, storing in silos and 
disinfecting  of  tree plantations are worthy of  mention as mechanized. 
Apart from  these, only isolated estates are to be found  where machinery 
is used to a fuller  degree. I t was found  that only on less than 1 per 
cent of  the properties belonging to these two groups (7 farms)  was the 
work of  farming  — sowing, t i l l i n g , fert i l iz ing,  fumigation,  harvesting 
and selection - carried on entirely by machinery, i'xlking-machines are 
used in comparatively few  dairies; modern cutting and stacking-machinery 
for  haymaking is less common, and machinery for  f i l l ing  and emptying barns 
has not yet made i ts appearance in the zone. 
CHAPTER IV. Use of  the Land 
According to information  obtained from  the Dirección General de Impue 
Internos, the agricultural properties of  more than one hectare in extent .it 
the provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso, would cover an area of  somewhat, 
more than 2,040 thousand hectares, The sanple studied on a basis of  5 per 
cent of  the total area, included 401 properties of  various sizes above one 
hectare, which in a l l covered 101,056 hectares, that is , almost exactly 5 
per cent of  the figure  corresponding to the area occupied by farming  estate 
in both provinces. 
Of  the sample area, only 54 per cent (54,326 hectares) is considered t 
the landowners to be arable land capable of  cultivation. The remaining 4.6 
1/ On the basis of'  the "optima" coefficients  of  capacity assigned to the 




per cent is taken up by natural and art i f i c ia l ly  planted woods, barren soil, 
mountains,'water-''surface,1  roads," building'sj etc, (See .Tablé 12 and plate 6 
The area f i t - for  cultivation was not fully  uti l ized in the agricultura' 
year 1951-52, for  sown crops and plantations, since 65 per cent of  i t 
(35>352 hectares) was le f t  under natural pasture; an. additional 4 per cent 
(lj955 hectares) was le f t  to l i e fallow  in preparation for  sowing in the 
year 19.52-53* and only the remaining "31 per cent (17,019 hectares) was 
cultivated with cereals, row crops, dry pulse crops, orchards and vineyards. 
I ̂  
ar t i f i c ia l ly  planted fodder  crops, and so on,-' 
On analysing in more detail the area f i t  for  cultivation, i t is to be 
observed that 30 per cent of  i t i s irrigated by systems which for  the most 
part originate in the' numerous rivers which-.cut through the region from 
east to west, next in reservoirs for  storing rainwater, ^ and, on a.very 
small scale — as an experiment in fact  — in deep wells worked with pumps. 
Of  the remaining area f i t  for  cultivation, 70  per cent corresponds exclusive j 
to so i l which has no immediate possibility of  being irrigated, and vil ere dry 
soi l agriculture is practised on a comparativo!7 small scale. This ground 
is chiefly  le f t  under natural pasture. To mnlce this type of  land f i t  for 
irrigated agriculture would necessitate considerable capital outlay, tàich 
normally i s not within the means of  the ovner of  a. large property, an:l s t i l l 
less within that of  the smallholder. 
On a more thorough examination of  Table 12, i t i s noticeable that, on- '• 
an average, the properties belonging to the four  groups with th J lowest 
gross production value hsve a total area which can be used, slightly larger 
than the four  groups of  the highest gross production values. Thus, while 
the former  have 6l oer cent of  their total area catalogued .TS f i t  for 
cultivation, the latter have only 55 per cent. The two middle groups - ' 
5 and 6 - present a very.erratic picture owing to the presence of  two 
properties of  more than 1,400 hecta -es of  h i l ly country, with only small 
areas f i t  for  cultivation. In these two groups full  use can be made of 
only an average of  21 per cent of  their tot^l ;irea0 
T f  According to the most recent data ~~ Agr -irian Plan 1942-43 — the l-nid 
surface  of  Chile amounts to 74 ü l i o n hectares, of  Ahich 19 million 26 p 
cent) are agricultural land, 12 million (17 per cent) are planted with • 
forests  and 42 million (57 per cent) are barren. Of  the agricultural 
area, 17 per cent is under cultivation,' 15 per cent i s natural pasture 
and 68. per cent consists of  thickets or clearin s where r'igrovth is •.<:• 
beginning, etc. There is no information  on the cultivable area, and i t 
only appears that 6 per cent of  the agricultural rea of  the country i s 
under any system of  irrigation. 




Table 12 . Use of  the Land on 401 Properties Situated in the Provinces c 
Santiago and Valparaiso 
(Distribution according to the estimated gross value of  produ tion) 
a/ 
Total Cultivable Area-7 Area cultivated Cultivable area Area lying à forest-
area Fallow e area 
of  401 
proper- b/ ç/ b/ ç/ b/ . c/ b/ ç/ 
t ies 
0 107 - - - — - — — . — » 
1 468 16 319 4 13 12 299 — 7 , > 
2 532 19 212 16 59 3 120 - 33 < < 
3 303 46 157 42 37 4 113 - 7 I 
4 292 78 127 77 38 1 70 — 19 f 
5 1,986 186 391 128 111 56 224 2 56 
6 3,407 203 360 184 68 19 236 - 56 4Í 7 1,496 555 453 293 115 262 252 — 86 ' 3i 8 2,790 802 350 699 162 97 157 6 31 % 
9 16,245 4,015 3,627 2,126 940 1,869 2,399 74 288 1,5C 
10 73,430 10,190 32,220 0,955 2,952 816 28,343 365 925 r í 
Totals 101,056 16,110 30,216 12,524 4,495 3,139 32,213 447 1,508 3,2£ 
a/ According to estimates of  the farm  operators, 
b/ Irrigated 
ç/ Unirrigated ' 
A very different  situation appears on comparing the total area f i t  for 
cultivation with that f i t  for  irrigated cultivation within each group, as in 
this case i t is the properties of  which the standard of  production is low thai 
have the smaller proportion of  their cultivable area under irrigation, while 
those which give a bigger yie ld, especially Groups 6 and 7, are irrigated on t 
much larger scale. Indeed, while Groups 1 and 2 only have, on an average, 6 
per cent of  their cultivable area under irrigation, Groups 9 and 10 have 28 
per cent. On the other hand, the intermediate Groups are those in the best 
position, since 5 and 6 have 34 per cent of  their cultivable area under system 
of  irrigation, and 7 'and 8 have as much as 63 per cent. 
Irrigated Soil 
The provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso are in a privileged position in 
comparison with the rest of  the country, as far  as their proximity to the 
principal markets for  consumption is concerned. Moreover, they have at their 
disposal a road network, which, while far  from  complete.or of  the best standar? 
/is nevertheless 
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i s nevertheless one of  the best in the country. I f  to. this, availabil ity and 
accessibility, of  • market s is added 'the feet''that  Chilean gricultural 
production shows a def icit ,  owing, among cither..causes, to the shortage of 
irrigated land suitable for  cultivation, i t i s logic-1 to sxjject th^t the 
.-maximum us e be made-of  the existing irrigated area, . 
The results of  th.» enquiry showed the existence of  a different 
situation, ás only 78 p«r cent of  the "irrigated Toa f i t  for  cultivation 
was used for  crops in the year 1951-52, and the remaining 22 per cent was 
not properly worked. On one hand, 3,139 hectares (19 per cent of  the 
irrigated area f i t  for  cultivation) were left  unãer natural pastura- and, 
on the other, 447 hectares (3' per cent of  the total amount) were ploughed 
and left  to l i e fallow.  Such a waste .of  land is due to numerous reasons, 
which i t w i l l be attempted to establish with some degree of  accuracy. 
I t was verified  that 72 per cent of  the properties, which had some 
irrigated land at their disposal, cultivated a l l of  i t , though in very 
varying degrees of  intensity.. Only the re mining 28 per cent(80 holdings), 
le f t  land not properly util ized. Soru : of  these properties were to bd found 
on the very outskirts of  Santiago, 
Irrigated Soil under 'Natural Pasture nnd Lying Fallow 
..Returning to the Groups based on the Estimated gross value of  production 
i t is to be noticed that on the small farms  the irrigated "-rea is almost 
entirely exploited, (see TabJe 13), since in the f i rst  four  groups, 80 
per cent of  the holdings with irrigated soi l used the whole of  i t for  crops. 
The roaaining 17 per cent (7 farms)  le f t  only small -r^as under natural 
pasture. In this sector only one property was abandoned. 
In the intermedi-te groups, 5 and 6, the proportion of  holdings with 
irrigated natural pasture and fallow  l~nd increased to 26 per cent (17 farms)® 
As the size of  the farms  increased, i t was found  that the proportion 
of  holdings where full  use was not made of  the irrigated land grew Larger 
as well. Thus, in the two groups of  properties with the greatest gross 
production value, more than half  of  than, in 1951-52, le f t  irrig-ted areas 







Number of  Properties and Area of  Cultivable Irrigated Land I pt 
Under Natural Pasture or Lying Fallow 
Number of  Number of  Number of  B. : ,^ Culti- Irrigated —¿LOO 
proper- properties holdings A 
t ies in with i.rri~ under na- Per-
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group ture or age 
lying 
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A B C 
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Irr iga- dër natur 
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1 41 5 1 20 16 12 '5 
2 41 15 2 13 19 3 .6 
3 41 28 3 11 46 4 9 
4 & 36 1 3 78 1 1 
5 41 29 8 27 186 53 1 
6 41 35 9 26 203 9 
7 41 34 8 24 555 262 7 
8 41 39 12 31 802 103 3 
9 37 33 19 58 4,015 1,889 7 
10 32 32 17 52 10,190 1,235 } 
'ALS 286 80 28 16,110 3,586 < % 
/There is 
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i s nevertheless one of  the best in the country. I f  to this availability and 
accessibility of  market's "is- odded the fret  :th"\t Chilean agricultural 
production shows a deficit,"'(Swing,.aaicmg'other  causes, to the shortage c 
irrigated lrnd suitable for  cultivation, it- i s logical to'sxpect thit tk 
m '̂imum us3 bo made of  the existing-irrigated area, 
•The results of  the enquiry showed the existence of  ' ri ''différant 
situation, as only.78 pssr cent of'the  irrigated -roa f i t  for  cultivation 
was used for  crops in the year 1951-52, and the ranclning 22 p n- cent w,?; 
not properly worked. On one h«nd, 3,139 hectares (19 par cent of  the 
irrigated orea fit.  for  cultivation) were left  under natural pastur ; ?md, 
on the other, 447 hectares (3 per cent of  the ."total amount) were ploughs; 
and left  to l i a fallow.  Such a waste- of  land is due to numerous reason? 
which i t wi l l b j attempted to establish with some; degree of  accuracy. 
I t vías verified  that 72 per cent of  the properties, which had some 
irrigated land at their disposal, cultivated a l l of  i t , though in vor-y 
varying degrees of  intensity. Only the re fining  28 per cent(80 holding ) 
le f t  land not prop3rly util ized. Som.ï of  these properties were to be; fou  i 
on the very outskirts of  Santiago, 
Irrigated Soil under '"aturai Pasture -°nd Lyln."; Fallow 
. Peturning to the Groups based on the istimated gross value of  product 
i t is to be noticed th?t on th* smnll farms  the irrigated «rea is almost 
entirely exploited, (see Table 13), since in the f i rst  four  groups, 80 
per cent of  the holdings with irrig.-ted soil used the whole of  i t for  croj 
Th3 remaining 17 per cent (7 farms)  le f t  only small -r.^as under natural 
pasture. In this sector only one property was abandoned. 
In the intermedin-to groups, 5 and 6, the proportion of  holdings with 
irrigated natural pasture and ft--How  land incro?sed to 26 per cent (17 farm 
As the size of  the farms  increased, i t was found  that the proportion 
of  holdings where ful l  USE WHS not im.de of  the irrigated land gr-3W larger 
as well. Thus, in the two groups of  properties with the greatest gross 
production value, more than half  of  than, in 1951-52, lo f t  irrigated -areas 
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D E 
1 41 5 1 20 16 12 
2 41 15 2 13 19 3 
3 41 28 3 11 46 4 
4 41 36 1 3 78 1 
5 . 29 8 27 186 58 
6 41 35 9 26 203 
7 41 34 8 24 555 262 
8 41 39 12 31 802 103 
9 37 33 19 58 4,015 1,889 
10 32 32 17 52 10,190 1,235 




There is a striking increase, in absoluto numbers, in the area which 
is not properly exploited by; these Groups (9 and 10), since thé two of : 
them together account. for-  87 per cent. of  . the total- amount of  larri ' left  in 
these conditions in the agricultural year with which we aré concerned/ 
On analysing the causes of  this situation, i t was found  that several 
of  them were fully  justifiable,,  since the cultivation of  some types of 
land,,—r inferti le  (173 hectares), eroded cr saline (78 hectares), lackirg 
in water for.  irrigation (424 hectares), M subject to flooding  (Í58 hectar 
or on properties which had no adequate means of  com-.unication for  the 
transport .of  their, products fco-  the market, ( l6 hectares), would have "provee 
uneconomical. Nevertheless, only. 849 hectares (24 per cent'of  the total 
irrigated area under natural pasture and lying fallow)'were  lfeft 
uncultivated for  .these reasons» 
A variety of  causes, for  some of  \irhich landlords and managers were 
exclusively responsible, hindered a. better working of  the remaining 2,737 
hectares of  irrigated soil,, 
. I t is. undoubtedly of  prime, importance to the agricultural economy of 
the zone and of  the country in general that 1 , 2 7 5 hoctnres, that is , 36 
per cent of  the total area under natural pasture or lying fallow,  and. 8 
per cent, of  the total*irrigated area f i t  for  cultivation, should, bo found  tc 
have been left  uncultivated solely through neglect or lack of  interest on 
the part of  owners, ^ I t is also important to state that th ; greater part 
1/ Both in the case of  lack of  water and. in that of  eroded soi l , only half 
the uncultivated'area can be taken as justifiable  for  these reasons, as.-
they may be overcome by using satisfactory  technical methods. 
2/ This conclusion was reached by a process of  elimination of  factors.  ' In 
those of  the holdings surveyed where the .existence of  irrigated Innd 
under natural pasture was confirmed,  the op^rator was .-isk.ad whit were 
th'j reasons .that h. d prevent ed him from  cultivating' that 'area* . ,/hen 
various factors  of  production which he had within his reach, to. his -
administrative capacity nnd to the general state of  the property,, the 
quality of  the kinds of  soi l and tho availabil ity of  water for 
irrigation, .vhen, at tho end.of  the process .ofelimination,  doubts 
s t i l l existed,, the cause was given as "no apparent reason", but in the 
majority of  cases i t was possible to come to precise conclusions as to 
the owner's lack of  interest in exploiting the .whole of  .his irrigated -
. soi l , 
/of  this area 
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of  this area (87 per cent of  t.He to ta l ) is to be found  on very large 
properties, vchich, as a general ni le, reach high levels of  production 
without the need to cultivate the whole área at their disposal» (See Tab! s 
14). 
Tha lack of  water for  irrigation in the months of  greatest need prev< ¡ted 
the cultivation of  24 per cent (848 hectares) of  the area mentioned, but, s 
in the preceding case, this deficiency  could have been overcome by technic 1 
methods, or failing  that, by growing winter crops. I t i s a matter of 
universal knowledge that, in general, unsatisfactory  use i s made of  the WÍ er 
available for  irrigation. This being so, i t can be stated that, for  nori 1 
soi l conditions, i f  a rational use were made of  the existing water resour< s, 
a. larger area could be irrigated. The mere practice of  nocturnal irrigat on, 
or fai l ing  that, of  storing reserves, at present wasted during the night, 
would solve part of  the water shortage problem* 
Next in importance among the causes of  deficient  exploitation of  the 
irrigated soi l , Ca;ne the lack of  operating capital. There followed  the 
ignorance of  agricultural techniques displayed by some farm  operators or 
administrators, since 7 P-r cent of  the area (263 hectares) under natural 
pasture and lying fallow  was le f t  in that condition owing to ignorance 
and erroneous beliefs  on the part of  those responsible for  the working of 
this land. Some of  this area remained under natural pasture because i t 
was considered that these provided a better yield than cultivated crops 
throughout the winter months, and therefore  siipplied larger quantities of 
animal fodder.  Other areas - normally fer t i le  soils.-* was left  fallow 
through ignorance of  the advantages of  crop rotation and the belief  that 
soi l must "rest" i f  i t is to maintain i ts f e r t i l i t y .  Such farm  operators 
were also ignorant of  the advantages of  soi l analysis end the use of 
fert i l izers» 
I t is somewhat strange that lack of  capital should have prevented the 
cultivation of  only 12 per cent of  the area (424 hectares),, since normally 
this is held to be the main reason for  agricultural, deficiencies. 
Nevertheless, only six farmers  specifically  indicated lack of  capital as ti ¡ 
cause which prevented them from  making better use of  their land. This 
factor'attains  greater importance in the case of  unirrigated soils and wil 




Table 14 Cultivable Irrigated. Area Ksot Under Natural Pasturé or -
Lying Fallow, and Reasons Which Hindered I ts Better ¿bcploitatic 
Reason Number rf  Number of  Percentage.of  to 
properties hectares ' number of  hcctar 
under natural pai 
- • .. • • • > or lying fallow 
Owners' lack of  interest 23 I , «75 35.5 
Lack of  water for  irrigation 15 343 23 s 7 
Lack of  operating capital s 424 11„8 
Ignorance of  agricultural 
techniques 12 2Ó3 7*3 
Very poor or saline soils 4 ÏTÏ M 
Lack of  drainage 2 1^8 4=4 
Erosion 2 155 4>3 
No apparent reason 4 ' 139 4.0 
Shortage of  draught power 1 111 3=1 
Shortage of  labour 3 24 0.7 
Shortage of  transport 1 ' 16 0.4 




Scarcity of  labour (24 hectares) and lack of  draft  power ( i l l ^ 
hectares) prevented the cultivation of  135 hectares distributed among 
4 properties. 
I t was not possible to establish accurately the reasons for  which 
I39 hectares remained under natural pasture, since the replies obtained 
in this connexion, inhen forthcoming,  were not clear» 
Land Tenure and Type of  Administration, and their Influence  on the 
Utilization of  Irrigated Soil 
With the aim of  determining which are the sectors that make best u 3 
of  the irrigated so i l at their disposal, an analysis was made of  the 
available information  in this connexion according to the type of  land 
tenure and the type of  administration, to which were subject the holdir 3 ,, 
that possessed natural pasture and fallow  land in irrigated areas. 
I t was found  that i t was in the sector where the farms  are operate 
by their owners, either directly cr through managers, that the worst us 
was made of  their irrigated arable area, since 28 per cent of  i t was 
maintained without crops,^ The holdings occupied by rent-paying tena is 
made the most complete use of  their arable irrigated soi l . The need 0 
operators of  this class to moke the maximum use of  the properties they 
rent, to obtain in this way a reasonable profit  on the rent they have t 
pay and on their investment, compelled them to keep 83 per cent of  thei 
irrigated area planted and sown. Conseuqnetly, only 17 per cent of  th 3 
area remained under natural-pasture. Finally, farms  operated entirely 
by share croppers were those which made the best use of  the cultivable :>il 
at their disposal, since they l e f t  only 2 per cent of  i t unsown. The n jure V 
of  these share-cropper contracts was certainly what prevented land from 
being le f t  to the fallow,  under this system of  land tenure, 
The influence  which the type of  administration has on the degree 0 
intensity of  agricultural exploitation was also established, 6l per 
cent of  the irrigated arable area corresponds to holdings personally an 
permanently administrated by the operator and an additional 37 per cent 
to properties managed by agents or stewards who are rno^e or less close 7 
supervised by the operator on his occasional v is i ts . Finally, the 
y Owners operate 83 per cent of  the tota l irrigated area suitable fo: 
cultivation, 
2/ The holdings operated by share croppers had under their administra- on , 




remaining 2 per cent belong to estates owned by absentee landlords -
excluding farms  and large properties operated by limited l i ab i l i t y 
companies, included, in the f irst  sector - who have delegated their y ; ' 
management, to third parties over whom they exercise only a very..-, 
superficial  control,, 
T.'hile on properties ¡nanaged directly by;the farm  operator, only 24 
per cent of  the total area was not used for  crops. In thoee managed 
jointly by the steward.and owner this percentage rose to 30 P 3 r cent, and 
in those of  absentee landlords reached as much as 43 per cent. 
The figures  recorded cannot be more eloquent,, ..£ven where there may 
be attenuating circumstances, i t is clearly evident that the direct . ... . ... 
attention of  the operator, whether he be owner, rent-paying tenant or . 
share-cropper, influences  the more complete uti l ization of  the irrigated so 1 
In contrast properties allocated to the management of  a bal i f f  or steward -
not always responsibly carried out - h?,ve a high proportion of  wasted arab.l 
land. 
Irrigated Area Under Cultivation 
The limitations of  the present survey , r\s far  as i ts ceope and aims 
were concerned, did not permit a detailed examination to establish the 
existing types of  operation and the exact area which they occupy in both, 
provinces. However, i t was possible to determine, f i rs t ly ,  the area covers* 
by the principal groups of  crops, and, secondly, to classify  the properties 
according to their chief  source of  income. This was done to acquire a more 
precise knowledge of  the influence  exercised by each crop, or group of 
crops, on th e agricultural economy of  the zone. 
I t has already been printed out, at the beginning of  this chapter, 
that 78 per cent (12,524 hectares) of  the irrigated arable area was taken 
up by crops during the agricultural, year 1951-52» 
The crops which occupied the largest area of  irrigated land were lucern 
and clover, the former  predominating. Given the proximity of  these 
art i f ic ia l  meadows to the big urban centres of  the country, their main 
purpose i s that of  supplying fodder  to the milk stock which constitutes one < 
the most important branches of  agricultural activity in the zone, (See 
Table 15.) This area with the partial assistance of  the unirrigated 




Table 15 Distribution of  Crops in Irrigated Land on 397 Properties in 
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and yoke cattle which are bred in the region* Lastly, although on a 
smaller scale, such crops are used for  making hay. An important part 
of  the hay leaves the properties, either for  consumption in the city of 
Santiago or for  dispatch to the northern and southern zones .of.  the 
country. In a l l , 3>952 hectares of  irrigated land were used, forming 
32 per cent of  the irrigated area under cultivation,, 
The second place was occupied by row. crops-vegetables and sunflowers-
with 2,940 hectares' (23 per cnet), ^ viithin this class of  crops came 
green vegetables (1,153 hectares), which were the most important, followed 
at some distance by maize (812 hectares). Beans, potatoes and sunflower 
each occupied much smaller greas - 382,378 ~nd. 215 hectares respectively. 
Wheat from  irrigated land was sown over 1,862 hectares, that is , in 15 per 
cent of  the irrigated area under cultivations 
Fruit-trees covered 1,122 hectares (9 p«r cent of  the irrigated area 
under cultivation), vineyards 69I hectares (6 per cent) and barley 788 
hectares (6 per cent). À further  247 hectares were planted with various 
other crops, such as, in order to importance, hemp, osts for  grain, and, 
on a very small scale, r ice. Finally, the remaining 922 hectares (7 per 
cent) were handed.over to tenants and employees as•allotments of  land 
for  their exclusive use. The whole of  this last area was under crops 
which i t was not possible to identify,  since the farm  operators, as a ; 
general rule, do not know to what use their tenants put the land which they 
receive as allotments. 
From an economic viewpoint, and on the basis of  an estimated gross 
production value, i t was the milk-producing stock which, consuming grassed • 
grain and other fodder,  rose above a l l the other live-stock, producing 
more than 73 millions pesos. (See Table l6, ) Of  the farms  (with this 
source of  wealth) surveyed, 35 per cent (140 holdings-) kept 4,880 milch 
cows for  commercial purposes, th• t is, for  the sale of  mlk for  public 
V 
consumption.*' The value of  row crops, as a whole, reached a higher level 
y In this area are included oats grown for  fodder  and maize for  storing in 
silos. 
2/ I f  to the irrigated area is" added the unirrigated area under Cultivation, 
wheat would take second place, in accordance with the area cultivated. 
jJ This number does not include the cows which tenants and landowners keep tc 




Table 16 Irrigated Properties and Details of  Crops, with Production 
Value of  Each 
Class of 
j>roduce 
Number of  properties 
on which each class 
of  produce is 
cultivated «./ 
Percentage 







Dairy produce 140 35 73 
Vineyards ' 50 12 .48 
Fruit trees 160 40 44 
Row crop3 
Fresh vegetables n o 28 43 
Maize) beans, sunflower 121 31 28 
Potatoes 60.. 30 15 
Wheat 76 26 28 
Beef  cattle 143 36 15 
Poultry-rearing 7 ( C 15 
Barley 29 7 • 10 
Other crops 8 2 3 
a/ Includes the number of  properties on which such crops are cultivated 
under each head, counting them separately^ Al l the irrigated farms 
operate two or more types of  crop or produce. 
/th an the foregoing 
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than the foregoing  - 86 million pesos - but considered individually the 
value of  each species was lower. - For instance the production of  green 
vegetables reached a Value, of.  43 million pesos, that of  maize, beans and • 
sunflower  reached 28'million and that of  potatoes about 15 million pesos, 
26 per cent (102 farms)  of  the holdings surveyed cultivated one or more 
hectares'- 1,409 altogether - of  máize, beaná or sunflower;  15 per cent. 
(6l farms)  devoted 378 hectares to growing potatoes, and 26 per cent 
(I03 holdings), 1 , 1 5 3 hectares to frech  vegetables of  various types, mainly 
tomatoes and onions,^ 
' Vineyards and orchards, although o c cupymg a comparatively small 
area, recorded a production which altogether amounted to"92 million pesos 
- 48 million from  the vineyards and 44 million from  the ftnuit-trees,  These 
last two crops have.an importance almost as great as the row crops, sincé 3¿ 
per Cent of  the properties surveyed had one or more hectares planted x-dth 
fruit-trees.  Irrigated vineyards, on the contrary, were found  only in 6 
per cent of  the total number of  properties (25 farms). 
Next in order of  importance follow  beef  cattle, with a value of  over 
15 million pesos» Production was considerably higher than that for  sheep 
(10 million pesos), since beef  cattle included animals for  breeding, 
slaughtering and for  the yoke; the latter after  1 reasonable period of 
service, are butchered for  consumption. Of  the total number of  properties, 
36 per cent (143 farms)  kept 13,740 head of  breeding and fat  stock and '. 
1,208 head of  yoke animals. I t must be noted, however, that a "considerable 
proportion of  this cattle grazes exclusively on unirrigrted land, and that 
in real ity i t should be dealt with elsewhere. But in view of  the 
impossibility of  making a complete separation, especially in the ca'se of 
those large properties where the cattle graze on both irrigated and 
unirrigated pastures, the whole of  the live-stock has been included in this 
section»' 
Commercial poultry-breeding is also of  considerable importance, since, 
within the sa*aple area, 7 properties were found  of  which the gross value 
of  production exceed 15 million pesos« 
For purposes of  this estimate an independent census was. taken of  the 
holdings on which'each-kind of  produce was t.p be found;  therefore, 
niany of.the  farms  appear on repeated occasions, since they produced 




Irrigated agriculture in the provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso 
is characterized by a. fairly  wide degree of  variety, except for  certain 
produce - fruit-growing  and vineyards - or in specific  areas - such as 
the tomato and garlic-growing zones of  Lima che and La Calera respectively. 
I t is carried on within the limits of  str ict ly commercial lines, and i s 
subjected to a programme of  acrop rotation determined, for  the most part, 
experimentally0 
In the irrigated agriculture of  the region there is a widespread 
custom of  producing two or more crops together - cereals with lucern or 
clover, maize with beans, fresh  vegetables or grass crops sown between 
the rows of  trees in orchards, and so on, - with the aim, according to 
present opinions,, of  obtaining bigger yields and making better use of  the 
arable area. In the agricultural year 1951-52, 585 hectares were cultivate 
in this manner, that i s , almost 5 P-r cent of  the irrigated area under 
cultivation. 
In some very fert i le  soils, and where climatic conditions are 
favourable,  — principally in the area of  the Aconcagua Valley - i t is 
customary to sow two and three crops annually on the saiie ground. Fresh 
vegetable crops, particularly thoee of  rapid growth, are those which lend 
themselves best to this practice. Altogether this s y a tail was followed 
in 247 hectares of  land. 
Unirrigated Land 
Very different  from  that of  the irrigated land, is the picture 
presented by tne arable unirrigated areas. The former  are, for  the most 
part, f lat  or only slightly sloping ; their high value causes the owners to 
acquaint themselves with them in detail and with comparative accuracy, The 
unirrigated areas are much more extensive, varied in their topography and 
used for.  cultivation on a limited scale. For this reason their- owners are 
lese familiar  with them, -oreover, the landowners display a very elastic 
standard of  judgment in their estimates of  such areas and their 
possibil i t ies for  cultivation, since i t i s , in general, purely experimental 
1/ 
in character. - ' 
1/ From a str ict ly technical viewpoint, a considerable proportion of  the 
area indicated by the results of  the..enquiry as arable and cultivated, 
ouêJit to be considered as "unfit  for  cultivation", owing either to i ts 
excessive slopes, to i ts state of  "exhaustion" or to the degree to which 
i t is eroded, however, for  the purposes of  the present analysis, the 





The arable unirrigated area in the 401 properties studied, comprises 
38,216 hectares, that is 70 per .cent of  the total area suitable for 
cultivation. 
The adverse rainfall  conditions, and the\smaller and more hazardous 
production which i ts cultivation can offer,  apart from.many  other reasons, 
are an inducement to use a high proportion of  ¿uch. areas for  natural 
pasture. In fact,  84 per cent- (32,213 hectares) of  the arable unirrigated 
area was not ploughed in the year to which the present survey refers, 
12 per cent, that i s , an area of  4,495 hectares, was sewn chiefly  with 
wheat, barly, lent i ls and chickpeas» Cultivated dry-soil fodder  was found 
only in a more or less experimental form,  since, on not more than two 
holdings were crops of  this type cultivated fair ly  successfully  over' 73 
hectares. The three varieties forming  these cultivated grasslands were: 
lucern, tuberous Phallaris and Burnet. Finally, 1,508 hectares (4 per 
cent) were l e f t  lying fallow  in the months of1  April and l ay of  19520 
Unirrigated Land under Natural Pasture 
In contrast with what was observed in tha case of  the irrigated 
properties, i t i s among those of  the lowest production values, that is the 
holdings corresponding to Groups 1 to 3, among which the highest proportion 
of  farms  with unirrigated land is found.  The use made on them of  the 
arable area does not. substantially differ  fx-om  tlv;t in the other groups. 
Taking into account a l l the holdings -which have unirrigated areas suitable 
for  cultivation, i t was seen that 77 per cent of  them (122 farms)  had 
part or the whole of  their area under natural pasture during the agricultural 
year 1951-52. (See Table 17.) Only the remaining 23 per cent had the 
whole of  their land either under crops or lying fa l low,^ 
Nor can much be said as to the influence  of  the size of  the enterprise 
upon the degree to which the arable unirrigated land is operated, since a 
comparison between the area suitable for  cultivation and that le f t  under 
natural pasture, according to the size of  the property, reveals no definite 
tendency from  wiich to draw conclusions., 94 per cent of  the unirrigated 
area suitable for  cultivation is to be found  in the two groups which record 
the highest gross production values (Groups 9 and 10)a 
y In contrast te the treatment given to the arable irrigated area, the 
fallow  land have been separated here from  those under natural pasture, 
since from  a technical point of  view, i t is considered that ."the former 
are indispensable fpr  dry so i l , as they not only replace the necessity 
for  rotation of  crops, but also constitute the only way of  saving some 
of  the winter moisture. This is a badly-applied principle of  "dry 
farming",  /Table 17 
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Table 1'7. Number of  Properties with Arable Unirrigated Areas in Relation 
to Those which Keep a Part of  such Areas under "Natural Pasture 
Number of  Number of  B, Arable Area of  E 
Number of  properties properties A Unirri- unirri-- D^ 
group with arable with unir- Percentage gated gated Percent-
Unirrigated rigated of  proper- area . natural age of 
areas natural t ies with pasture unirri-
pasture arable un- gated 
irrigated arable 
areas with area to 
natural natural 
pasture pasture 
A B C D E F 
1 34 29 85 319 299 94 
2 • 36 23 64 212 ' 120 57 
3 15 13 87 157 113 72 
4 10 7 70 127 70 55 
5 14 12 86 391 224 57 
6 7 5 71 360 236 66 
7 9 ry t 453 252 56 
8 6 3 50 350 157 45 
9 11 8 73 3,6.27 2,399 66 
10 16 15 . 94 32,220 28,343 88 




Table lb t Arable. Unirrigated Area male. Natural Pasture, and. ¿v. 
Reasons which•Prevented i ts Cultivation. 
Percentage' f 
total nurabc 
Number of  Number of  of  hectares unde 
Justifiable  Reason properties hectares • natural par ure 
Lack of  irrigation " '31 18,017 ' 55.9 
Poverty of  soil '19 3,183 • 9.9 
In rotation under natural pasture 4 398 1,2. 
Erosion 21 814 .* 2.5 
Lack of  transport 5 157 0.5 
Lack of  drainage 2 121 0,4 
82 22,690 
Unjustifiable  Reasons 
Owner's lack of  interest 13: . 6,752-.,. 21 
Lack of  capital 14 1,564 418 
Shortage of  draft  power . 3 565 - • 1.8 
Shortage of  labour 3 459 1.4 
Ignorance of  techniques 126 0.4 
No apparent reason 1 y+7 . ,0.1 
40 9,523 
Totals 122 32,213 : 
/It is also 
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I t is also worthy of  not3 that in the case of  the irrigated area, i t 
is the properties belonging to these two groups which together contain 95 
per cent of  the arable area which was kept under natural pasture in the 
agricultural year 1951-52. 
On the other hand, on analysing the causes for  these lands b^ing le f t 
uncultivated, i t is seen that 22,690 hectares, that i s , 70 per cent of  their 
total , remained in that state for  fully  justifiable  reasons» (See Table 18.) 
In fact,  18,017 hectares (56 per cent of  the area under unirrigated natural 
pasture), were not ploughed because i t was considered that their cultivation, 
without irrigation, and with the technical knowledge of  most of  the operators 
in i t s present condition, would have been uneconomical; 3,581 hectares (11 
per cent) were poor or total ly infert i le  so i l , and an additional 1,092 
hectares could not be exploited, owing either to erosion (2 per cent) to the 
lack of  means of  communication for  carrying the produce to market (0.5 per 
cent), or to their need for  drainage (0.4 per cent). Nevertheless, an 
appreciable proportion of  these soils could be .lade well util ized for 
unirrigated fodder  crops, which are giving such good results on properties 
where experiments with them have been carried out. 
Only 9*523 hectares, that i s , 30 per cent of  the unirrigated area under 
natural pasture, were le f t  uncultivated for  causes for  which a short-term 
solution could have been found.  ïost of  this erea was le f t  uncultivated 
owing to lack of  interest on the landlord's oart. For this reason 6,762 
hectares were le f t  uncultivated (21 par cent of  the váiole). Next in 
importance carne a lack of  operating capital and the shortage of  draft  power, 
reasons which prevented the cultivation of  1,564 and 565 hectares (5 and 2 
per cent) respectively. Finally, owing to a shortage of  labour, 459 hectares 
were not cultivated (1.4 per cent), and 126 hectares through ignorance of 
agricultural techniques. 
The fact  that so few  hectares were le f t  under natural pasture due to 
ignorance of  agricultural techniques is not surprising, since this factor 
was taken into consideration only for  areas where cultivation was technically 
practicably, 
V In cataloguing the reasons for  not cultivating such land, the same system 




Land Tenure and Type of  Administration^ and their Influence  on the use of 
Arable Unirrigated Areas 
The farms  operated by their owners covered 94 per cent of  the tota l 
unirrigated area suitable for  cultivation and those operated by rent-paying 
tenants and share-croppers only 4 and 2 per cent respectively, 
The influence  of  land tenure on the uti l ization of  unirrigated land is 
not so notable as in the irrigated areas, but' differences  do exist which 
confirm-the  conclusion reached earlier that i t is the rent-paying tenant 
and share croppers who make the fullest  use of  the arable area at their 
's " S • • • ' 
disposal. 'Indeed, wh i^ the farras  operated by their owners kept 85 per cent 
of  their arable area under natural pasture, the rent-paying tenants arid 
share-croppers t i l l e d a larger proportion of  their land, leaving only 69 
and 6l per cent, respectively, unploughed. 
Similar results were obtained vrith respect to the influence  exercised 
by the type of  administration on the fullest  use of  the arable area. On 
properties managed directly by their' owners, only 71 per cent of  the arable 
unirrigated area was le f t  under natural pasture, while on those managed by 
agents and stewards, but under the owner's strict supervi si on, this proporti 
rose to 89 per cent. The farms  handed over to the exclusive responsibility o 
agents (those belonging to entirely absentee landlords) were those which l e f 
the biggest proportion of  their arable area unworked. In these cases natur; 
pasture covered as much as 92 per cent of  the arable area. 
Dry Soils under Cultivation 
The scarcity and the irregular distribution of  the rainfall ,  mçre than 
any other factor,  limits unirrigated agriculture t o the cultivation of  only, 
a few  types of  produce, so that the farmer,  as a general rule, is not. able 
to vary his produce from  unirrigated areas and s t i l l lesa to establish 
programmes of  crop rotation which could ?llov him to maintain the f e r t i l i t y 
of  his soil» 
Thé most usual form  of  cultivation consists in sowing a cereal at 
intervals of  one, two and at times three years — according to the yields 
and then to leave those parts of  his land under natural pasture for  a time 
which may vary between 2 t o 5 years. To begin a. new cycle, the land is 
ploughed and le f t  fallow  for  a period of  less than a yëar, 
1/ This proportion is certainly lower than in actual fact,  as i t does not 




In some .regions where the climate is milder and' conditions of  moisture 
permit - the .coastal zone and. the region to the south of  . the River ^apel -
the crop rotation is begun by sowing chick-peas or l ent i l s . How crops art 
planted on a very small scale, and only in places where the natural 
humidity of  the soi l allows i t . 
The most important produce of  the unirrigated areas was that of  wheat 
Y 
since i t accounted for  44 per cent (1,990 hectares) of  the cultivated area. 
Rather more than half  the properties possessing arablg rairriga ted'land 
utilized one or more hectares for  wheat crops. Next ^.importance follows 
barley, which occupied only 10 per cent (45¿> hectares) of  the area sown. 
Chickpeas and lenti ls were grown õn 35 properties, and covered an area of 
307 hectares (7 per cent)s Among row crops, a certain importance was gives 
to the sunflower,  which was sown on two farms  and occupied 137 hectares. 
The growing of  fresh  v., g at able s ao o eared only on a. small scale, in 
limited areas with natural moisture, or vherc some possibil ity exists of 
watering with the help of  hi l ls ide springs.or of  private reservoirs. 
Vineyards covered a small area - somewhat more than 1 per cent - but 
are of  importance since they offer  the largest, yields among a l l those grown 
on unirrigated soi l . As in the. case of  the vegetable allotments, they are 
cultivated only in sheltered situations and where the soi l has some natural 
humidity. 
Cultivated grass crops on unirrigated soi l , as previously noted, were 
found  on two properties in a comparatively experimental form,  and covering^ 
only 73 hectaresa The solving of  lucern, tuberous Phallaris and Burnet 
may constitute one of  the more immediate possibil it ies for  improving rotation 
and increasing the productivity of  the unirrigated areas, ' 
Fonally, 23 per cent of  the cultivated area (1,043. hectares) was handed 
over to the resident farm  labourers :s their allotments -Of  land. Almost the 
whole of  this area was cultivated under the various crops already mentioned. 
This area, however, was not included in the foregoing  figures  because the 
landlords were ignorant of  the details of  the crops sown on i t , 
1/ This proportion i s certainly lower than in actual fact,  as i t does not 




Closely linked with agricultural activit ies on unirrigated land is 
sheep-rearing,, which attains relat ive importance in the Provinces studied, 
and constitutes one of  the principal activit-ies in the Department of 
San Antonio, especially 'in the zone situated between the Rivers Rapel and 
î̂ iaipue Only ten properties received their maift  'sôurcë-'of  Income' 'from 
sheep-rearing, but altogether 29 per cent' of  the properties containing 
unirrigated land (6l farms)  bred this branch of  stock commercially or for 
consumption, ; . • ' 
The breeding of,  cattle and.' goats-'is -an-'interesting-'element in dry-soil 
agriculture; the former  as productive of  animals for  human consumption and 
the yoke, and the latter as an additional source of  income from  the natural 
pasture where the ground is steep and precipitous, 
Finally, the existence of  about 3,300 hectares of  artificially-planted 
woodland must be taken into account. 'An 'important" part of  these trees were 
planted on ground which, according to generally prevailing standards, ought 
to be classified  as f i t  far  cultivation, but which, from  a technical view-
point, were only suitable for  this purpose,1'--as they were'not fer t i le  or 
ran the risk of  being tota l ly wasted,: owing tò erosion. 
Natural Pasture and i ts Significance  to the "'.eonoay of  the Region 
While i t is true that the arable area left  under natural pasture is 
used to advantage for  the feeding  of  stock, the yield obtained from  it is 
very limited, and signifies  a loss both for  the farmer  who owns the land 
and for  society. I t has been calculated that an irrigated hectare under 
natural pasture can maintain, though not in satisfactory  conditions, up 
to one head of  catt le per hectare annually. That same hectare, sown with a 
fodder  crop, can supply enough forage  to feed  satisfactorily  between three 
and four  heads. On unirrigated land, the difference  i s even greater, since 
a hectare under natural pasture can feed  between 0,1 and 0,3 head of  cattle^, 
that is , can produce a gross value fluctuating  between two hundred and six 
hundred pesos. That same hectare, art i f ic ia l ly  cultivated with unirrigated 
fodder  crops or cereals, would yield approximately 5,000 and 8,000 pesos 
respectively,, 
This information  and the size of  the unirrigated areas in this zone, an 
in Chile as a táiole, are a clear indication that research to discover fodder 




substantial possibi l i t ies for  increasing production. The study of  such 
fodder  crops has already given practical results, but i t is necessary to 
intensify  such programmes, to provide the required seed and to acquaint 
farmers  with the economic advantages of  this type of  crop in dry-soil areas 
Of  the 3,586 irrigated.hectares le f t  under natural pasture or lying 
fallow,  and of  the 32,213 hectares of  dry soi l under natural pasture, 849 
irrigated hectares, and 22,690 unirrigated hectares were le f t  uncultivated 
for  fully  justifiable  reasons (within the limits of  the present technical 
level of  the operators). These included the poverty of  the soi l , 
insufficient  water supply, absence of  means of  communication, lack of 
drainage or the presence of  erosion. The remainder - 2,737 irrigated 
hectares and 9,523 unirrigated land - was not cultivated through lack of 
interest on the owner's part or on account of  difficulties  which might havi 
been overcome, either by private in i t iat ive or with the assistance of  the 
State, 
The arable area, which, during the agricultural year 1951-52 was not 
put to propor ^se, is found  scattered throughout the various, sectors of  the 
zone, possessing so i l characteristics similar to those of  the cultivated 
area. To establish the value of  the production iirhich might have been 
obtained from  this land, i t may be assumed that i t was cultibated with the 
same proportion of  produce as was sown or planted in the rest of  the area. 
I f ,  moreover, to these crops are assigned the estimated mean values ut-ed 
originally to determine the total amount of  the agricultural and stock-
breeding production of  the properties surveyed, and .from  them is substráete 
the value of  the natural pasture production, the result w i l l represent the 
gross production value which society and the farmers  failed  to collect in 
the agricultural year 1951-52. 
In accordance with the figures  in Table 19, i t may be observed that 
without big capital outlay, -within the present level of  techniques and 
using only that part of  the available area suitable for  cultivation of  ifhic 
the problems were capable of  solution, the properties under survey could 
have increased their gross takings by rather more than 98 million pesos. 
As s result of  a, possible production, estimated at 403 million pesos, about 
one-fourth  can be assumed to have been lost, through causes, which might 





Cultivation of  the Area, lei:t ffldsrj.iat.urq2  Pasturo la. the 
Agricultural Year 1951-
Peroentage o? Total, Area which co-old Estimated Mean Total Value cf 
Cultivated with • -, be cultivated Value cf  Pro- Present Produo-
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Gross value yjhich eoyld be produced by 
cultivating, tho area le f t  under natural 
pastures 
Less value actually produced ""' 
Gross value by which society failed  to profits 
a/ Crops cultivated only by the farm  operator 
b/ Less than 1 per cento 
c/ Irrigated lani« 
d/ Unirrigated lando 
I05o6 a i l l i cas 





This value.is more or less equivalent to 8 per cent of  the total value 
of  imports, in 1951, of  those foodstuffs  which could be produced in the 
country (meat, wheat, oil-producing crops, rice, sheep, etc, 
CHAPTER V, Lack of  Interest in Agricultural Operations and i ts Possible 
Causes 
In every branch of  economic act iv i ty, enterprises of  great efficiency 
exist alongside others of  proven inefficiency.  The former  commonly make 
rapid progress, or, at least, remain static, The second, on the other 
hand, tend to decline, and, i f  radical changes are not made in their 
organization and methods of  work, find  themselves obliged to close down on 
realising their utter incapacity to cope with the manifold  economic and 
material exigencies of  any organization within a, sphere of  free  enterprise. 
In agriculture, and especially in a type of  agriculture presenting i ts 
own particular features,  l ike that of  Chile, these principles are not 
always valid* Given the comparative abundance of  land, the prevailing 
labour customs, according to which half  of  i t s cost is paid on a basis of 
"allotments" of  3and and "perquisites" of  varying nature, the low cost of  ' 
draft  power, and, f inally,  the limited rate of  capital outlay which i s 
normally customary, holdings are frequently  «countered which maintain an 
extremely low level of  efficiency  without i ts expressing i tse l f  in terns of 
losses which involve the abandonment of  agricultural activity, Moreover, tí 
natural f e r t i l i t y  of  the so i l , the wide system of  production, the low level 
of  wages and the possibil ity of  producing a large part of  the necessary 
elements of  production - draft  power, seeds, foodstuffs  and blood stock -
allow ,'iany holdings to yield profits  almost on their own, without much 
outlay or effort  on the part of  the farm  operator. In other cases, the i 
operator limits himself  to producing the necessary .means .of  existence, and 
only on rare occasions - when the factor  represented by the soi l has become 
impoverished or been rendered useless by abusé and erosion - does he 
abandon his farm. 
To summarize, i t can be stated that in Chile, as in other countries whe 
agriculture is not at a highly-developed stage and where the labourer's 




standard of  l iv ing i s low, the farmer,  unlilce the..industrialist or the 
owner of  a commercial enterprise, sees no threat to his economic stability 
in the fact  that his plant or property and this staff  of  executives are no! 
working at ful l  capacity. On the contrary,! many farmers  consider that th« 
greater the intensification.of  work and the larger the investment, the 
greater are the risks,--' 
The results of  the enquiry into incentives to production prove at 
least the f irst  part of  thes.e assertions. In fact,  of  tne'397 properties 
studied, i t was found  that only 69 (17 per cent of  the to ta l ) were, in the 
opinion of  the research workers, working at what could be called " ful l 
2 / 
capacity", within the levels of  technique reached in Chilean farming,-
Properties in this class were found  in a l l the Groups of  our distribution, 
and principally in groups 7 and 8 —— with gross production values varying 
between 260j000 and 1,260,0013 pesos <— ••.there 32 per cent of  them were 
classified  as well operated farms.-  On the other hand, the groups which had 
the'smallest proportion of  enterprises working at, fu l l  capacity, were those 
of  the smallest properties - 1 and 2 - in which only 4 per cent could be " 
classified  in that category, and those of  the biggest properties - Groups ; 
9 and 10 - where only 16 per cent was recorded,. 
Among the regaining 328 properties were some for  which differing 
reasons prevented a ful l  and efficient  util ization of  the productive 
factors  which the owner had at his disposai.. For others the full  productive 
capacity was.not achieved owing to a lack of  some of  these factors. 
I t i s a striking fact  that in 37 per cent of  the properties surveyed 
(147 fanas),  one of  the principal factors  which prevented ful l  production wa 
1/ An opinion definitely  expressed by several faim  operators, 
2/ I t was- considered that a property- was working at fu l l  capacity when its 
arable irrigated area was .entirely taken up with crops, and i ts arable 
unirrigated area was worked with a "normal" rotation of  crops, following 
the types of  exploitation most commonly used in each zone, and with Wiethe 





the apathy of  the farm  operator»^ Moreover, I t can be determined that 
in 8 per cent of  the total number of  the units (34 farms),  practically 
the only barrier, which obstructed a better use being made of  the resource,' 
which the landlord had within his reach, was his own lack of  interest,, 
As in the case of  the arable irrigated area not used for  crops or 
plantations, the operation of  farms  at sub-normal levels represents .a 
serious loss to the economy of  the country and to society. I ts importance 
in a country where the production of  foodstuffs  shows a'deficit  i s such 
that i t i s worth while analysing the problem more thoroughly in order to 
learn its details and the possible solutions,, 
The 147 enterprises, where the landlord showed apathy in farm 
9 / , 
operations, covered 22 per cent of  the total area¡ and only 15' and 16 
per cent respectively of  the irrigated and the unirrigated cultivated 
areas. On the other hand, they contain 68 per cent of  the total irrigated 
area under natural pasture and 32 per cent of  the similar unirrigated area£ 
I t i s therefore  clear that the lack of  interest on th.) part of  the farm 
operator results in a. lower proportion of  crops and a higher one of  land 
of  which no proper use has been made. i/Mlo snch farm  operators le f t  $2 
per cent (.2,123 hectares) of  their arable irrigated area uncultivated, the 
remaining properties (250 farms)  only le f t  11 per cent. In the case of  the 
arable unirrigated areas these proportions, without including fallow  land, 
were 89 and 82 per cent respectively, 
1/ A farm  operator was held to be apathetic in his operations when two 
or more of  the following  points were in evidenceî 1) Lack of  interest 
in defining  and solving the problems affecting  his production; 2) 
Maintenance of  arable areas under natural pasture without there being 
any acceptable reascn for  his failure  to t i l l thera; 3) Total 
absenteeism from  the property; 4* Carelessness and neglect both as to 
crops and as to the general appearance of  the property; 5« Contract! 
of  unsuitable personnel' for  the administration of  tho property; 6) 
Lack of  interest in investing in his property; 7) Having a l l the factc 
of  production within his reach and being unwilling to make fu l l  use of 
them* 
2/ Frm this group are excluded the fcur  properties which were - considerad 




The Origin of  the Lack-of  Interest In Small Properties 
Some of  the principal causes'which give rise to a lack of  interest-
on the part of  the landlord-,* in the case of  small properties, are., without 
any doubt; their limited size, the poor quality of  their soil and the-.lack 
of  irrigation, factors  i-jhich combine tó rcditçe to a minimum the fanner's 
income. I t was, in fact,  found  that in thë four  groups of  small holdings -
with an estimated, gross value of  production of  less than 104,000 pesos — 
45 per cent of  the operators (on 74 farms)  showed l i t t l e or no interest in 
2/ •'•••" 
improving or intensifying  their production* 
On calculating the average gross production value for  these eststes, 
i t was seen to reach only 44,000 pesos each, while that same average for 
the other 90 properties included in the four  groups rose to more than 
54,000 pesos per property. I f  the actual gror s production were known, 
i t would be sure to involve even greater differences  than this estimate, 
as. it was verif ied  th;:t in every case in which there was apathy on the part 
of  the operator, the yields were less than those of  better-worked holdings, 
since, as a general rul®, i f  supsriar methods of  cultivât]on were not employ 
on these latter , a,t least some effortw*s  made to improve production, 
: ore over, the area cultivated by the former  reached an average of  0,-7 
hectares of  irrigated rnd one hectare of  dry soi l , \tiereas the second 
cultivated rather ĉs-e than ahecta. e of  irrigated "rid 0,8 of.  dry soil . 
I t must similarly be taken into account that inore than half  thé soil òf 
the first-named  faruis  was of  poor f e r t i l i t y  and broken topography. 
Moreover, three-quarters of  their total area was affected  by either moderate 
3/ 
or severe erosion, . 
1/ From this group are excluded the 4.properties which were considered as 
non-agricultural and which served only for  dwelling-purposes, 
2/ Vithin these 4 groups, in that of  the smallest property, with a gross 
value of  production up to 26,000 pesos, 6l per cent of  the fam  operator 
came vdthin this category. 
Of  the 773 hectares corresponding to the 74 properties in this category, 
495 were affected  by a moderate degree, of  erosion; ?1 k.y severe erosion, 
and 15 were .considered as entirely useless. 
/Factors of  an 
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Factors of  an economic and educational nature also hid much to do 
with this situation. In real ity, of  the 66 operators -who worked their 
farms  personally, 61 were countrymen with l i t t l e , education, many of  whom, 
barely knew how to read and ^cite; the other five  were also countrymen, 
but were betoer educated p'nd had a clearer notion of  agricultural product!or 
and i t s ends. These latter, unlike the former,  also had additional sources 
of  income, either -from  other farms  which they owned or rented or from  their 
personal work on properties owned by other persons* 
Of  the 8 holdings which completed this group, six were managed and 
itforked  by persons contracted by the landlords. Às in the foregoing  case, a' 
these farm  operators were poorly educated, and the low wages payable on the 
level of  income could not of  course permit the contracting, of  more efficient 
labour » 
The precarious physical, economic and social conditions in which the 
work of  the farmers  classified  in this group has to be carried on, justifie? 
up to a point, their lack of  interest in increasing their production. /hile 
on the one hand their want of  in i t iat ive and of  technical knowledge prevents 
them, from  making due use of  the limited resou rces xr.ithin their reach, on 
the other hand the poor f e r t i l i t y  of  the so i l , the inferior  yields, the 
reduced size of  the a/able area they possess and their lack of  economic 
means with which to operate, constitute an almost impassable barrier to 
any attempt to intensify  their production, 
I t is interesting t o note that from  a str ict ly techuical angle, the 
agricultural engineers who surveyed these properties considered that in 20 
of  them - out of  the 74 holdings of  which the owners showed no interest 
in improving conditions of  exploitation - the principal factor  which 
limited any increase in production was the poverty and exhaustion of  the 
soi l . On 12 farms  the chief  factor  wo s ignorance of  agricultural 
,,rsctices for  the crops and soils handled, and on 12 others, the limited 
size of  the arable area they possessed and the scanty economic resources 
at their disposals 
While i t is true that the operators of  a l l the properties to which 
we have been referring  (74 holdings) showed apathy with respect to the 
exploitation of  th?ir farms,  only in 10 cases (14 per cent) was this 
considered to be the chief,  i f  not the only, factor  which stood in the 
/way of  the 
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way of  the exploitation, of  these farms  at -full  capacity. In 7 out of 
the 20 remaining farms  this factor  ivas held, to be-the lack of  irrigation; 
and in the other 13, the institutional:, impossibility of  obtaining"credit, 
etc. 
In estimating the second most .Important: cause Which prevented the 
exploitation of  these farms  at full  capacity,- i t was. considered th"t lack 
òf  interest on the operator si part, affected  25. other holdings. 
The Origin of  the Lack of.Interest  in i-edlv^-Slzed Properties" i 
The situation varies considerably .in the groups of  medium-sized holdir 
-with gross production values between 104>0Cv) and 480,000 pesos - as the 
properties present widei.y-differing  features,:'  and the reasons which explain 
the operator's apathy towards the exploitation of  his farm  .may also, 
therefore,  differ  widely. 
In these 3 groups only 40 per cent (49 óf  the 123 properties) of 
the farm  operators displayed apathy towards the progress of  their enterpris 
Out of  the 49 farms  which f e l l  into this category, 78 per cent (38 
properties) h:;d mo--e than two-thirds of  their arable area under some 
system of  irrigation.. The operators', lack of  interest in increasing the 
production of  these fanas  appears to reveal .its I f  in the high percentage 
of  land le f t  under natural pasture. While these 49 farm  operators kept 
a high proportion of  53 per cent of  their total a.-ea in this state,- the 
other 74 farm  operators in-these three groups left  only 9 per cent of  their 
irrigated arable area under natural pasture0 
On analysing the causes which determined this situation in the 49 
properties mentioned, i t became evident that out of  the 3Ò4 irrigated 
hectares which were le f t  under natural pasture, in 265 hectares, 
(corresponding to 1 1 properties), that i s , in 87 per cent, ' i t was exclusive] 
due to lack of  interest on the landlords', part. I t must be clarified, 
however, that of  the 11 properties on-which irrigated land was le f t 
uncultivated, ..in U cases the areas affected,  were of  less than 5 hectares, 
while only one - a.property of  320.hectares - kept 240 hectares under 
natural pasture for  the purpose of  hiring out the pasturage, 
1/ The opposite occurs in the case.of  the arable unirrigated area, as the 
very operators who do show interest in.improving their exploitation are 
those who. made the worst use; of  this type of  land. This is due, however, 
to the fact  that an important .part -of  this area- 0243 hectares, that i s , 
49 per cent of  the area under natural pasture) is severely affected  .by 
erosion, 
/The 39 hectares 
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The 39 hectares remaining were not cultivated because their soil 
was very poor ( in the case of  25 hectares), or through lack of  drainage, 
shortage of  water for  irrigation and ignorance of  agricultural technioues 
on the part of  the farm  operators. 
Nor can i t be said, in this case, th.lt the poor quality of  the so i l 
has been the cause of  the owners' apathy towards increasing their production 
since 26 per cent of  these farms  bad fer t i l e  soi ls, 43 per cent had soils 
of  a medium degree of  f e r t i l i t y ,  and only on the remaining 31 per cent was 
most of  the soil deficient.  Moreover,this group of  properties (the 49 
indicated earl ier) contained more than half  (59 per cent) of  level land 
existing in the 123 medium-sized holdings (comprised in Groups 5*6 and 7« ) 
From the foregoing  i t can be clearly observed that within these groups 
of  properties i t is not exactly the physical deficiencies  of  the soil which 
discourage the landowner from  increasing or intensifying  his production. 
From the folio-ring  analysis i t emerges that the origin of  this situation 
is rather to be sought in economic causes. 
About half  (26) of  the properties classified  within the three groups 
of  medium exploitation capacity, is made up of  irrigated 3.and situated 
near the supply zone of  the two big urban centres of  these provinces, 
the c i t ies of  Santiago and Valparaiso, Their capacity i s less thr>n 10 
hectares each, but, on an average, only amounts to 6 hectares. Overcome 
by the "easy payments" system and by eraggented advertisements of  the 
virtues of  small-scale agriculture nd economic independence, may  people, 
siost of  them having nothing to do with rural l i f e ,  invested their savings 
and contracted debts in order to purchase these small parcels of  land 
where the so i l , for  the most part, i s of  only moderate or poor f e r t i l i t y . 
The many requirements- of  intensive 3 gr i culture with respect to technical 
knowledge, administrative abi l i ty and capital outlay, together with the 
poor yields and worse profits  they obtained by their efforts,  - resulted in • 
utter disillusicumsnt and consequent-apathy. Ás a general rule these 
lots, due to their l i i i t ed area and the unsatisfactory  type of  agriculture 
for  which they were it sed, yielded only small profits  and an income so 
reduced that i t Tías r.ot sufficient  for  the owners to' maintain a standard 
of  l iv ing comparable to the city. This situation gradually expressed 
i tse l f  in tenas either of  the sale of  the property or of  the delegation 
/of  i t s operation 
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of  i t s operation to .rent-paying tenants', share-croppers' or labourer-
administrators of  l i t t l e education, while the landlords returned" to the 
city in search of  other, soirees- of  income, • The owners of  such holdings 
who managed to exploit them successfully  were those ;who could provide 
sufficient  capital to. plant orchards or vegerable crops, or to establish 
poultry-rearing fac i l i t ies .  " In only one case was there an owner who 
carried on extensive agriculture with comparative success. This was due 
to his having rented several lots , to sow them.with lucera arid to use them 
for  a combination of  pasturage and hay-making. 
These.statements are proven by the fact  that 9 (35 per cent), of  the 
26 lots classified  in this group, were either rented or cultivated by 
share-croppers, and another 9 were in charge "of  labourer«admi.nistritors. 
The 8 remaining lots were used principally as duelling-sites rather than 
for  the productive value of  their land. These events are further  reinforced 
by the fact  that i t was possible to ascertain by direct questioning that 6 
of  the 18 landlords retained their holdings chiefly  as a; long-term 
investments 
The other 23 properties classified  in this group presented differing 
features  with regard to size and organization. I t i s logical t o expect, 
therefore,,  that ..the apathy shown by the operators should have i t s origin 
in differing  cuases, • ;. 
I t is immediately obvious that the research workers who made the 
survey should have considered that in 8 of  these 23 holdings, one of  the 
principal reasons for  a kck.of  interest in making proper use of  thèm was 
the physical, incapacity of  the operator — chronic disease, old age, etc. 
In the case of  5 other holdings, two of  them with an area of  over 100 
hectares each, the poor' quality of  the soi l and their .irregular topography, 
prevented their, operators — farmers;of  small education and no technical 
training from  making efforts  to improve their, production, '..- .. / 
TCconoiriic di f f icult ies, .  ç ' i e f ly  those resulting from  the impossibility of 
obtaining adequate credit for  purposes of  capital .outlay, severely limited 
the activit ies .of  five,  farms,  and i t was obvious that this factor 
contributed, in "the course of  time,, to diminish their owners' interest in 
improving the exploitation of  their land,^ 
1 ' In the case of  4 other properties i t was considered that this factor 
was secondary in importance as a. cause of  the owner's indifference, 
/Finally, of  the 
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Finally, of  the 5 remaining properties, i t was estimated that in 
two the main cause was ignorance of  agricultural techniques, and in three 
the sole reason was the indifference  of  the owners, as they had at their 
disposal a l l the factors  necessary to make a considerable. Improvement in 
the exploitation of  their landc I t i s worth while underlining that in 
these three cases the owners proved to be almost entirely absentee 
landlords who le f t  their properties in the charge of  farmers  with l i t t l e 
or no technical knowledge» 
The Origin of  Lack of  Interest in Large Estates 
Among the properties of  which the gross production value can be rated 
as large — those corresponding, to groups 8S9 and 10, with an income above 
480,00o pesos— a smaller proportion of  tha farm  operators showing apathy 
towards the progress or increase of  the production of  their enterprises is 
noticeable, Only 21 per cent of  them (representing 23 of  the 110 holdings) 
showed unmistakable signs of  acting in this way. Nevertheless, in absolute 
nu'.nbers these properties represent a larger area "nd a bigger volume of 
production than the total of  a l l the restof  the properties where ; «reduction 
could be increased, 
In this group of  landlords who are apathetic towards the progress or 
increase of  the productivity of  their farms,  there appear those operating 
properties from  the medium-sized irrigated farm  plsaited with fruit-trees 
and vineyards., l e f t  partly or wholly abandoned, to the large property laid-
out from  extensive agriculture, their characteristics being, i f  not better 
than, at least the same as, those of  the other properties of  the three 
groups with respect to size, quality of  soi l , topography and arable area ,^ 
T? actual fact,  these 23 properties, ^ ich form  21 per cent of  the total 
number of  properties in the three groups of  highest production values, 
possessed 18 per cent of  the total-area, ?3 per cent of  the irrigated 
arable area and 31 per cent of  the unirrigated -rea f i t  for  cultivation. 
Nevertheless, between them they accounted for  60 per cent of  the irrigate 
area under natural pasture existing in the 110 properties of  the three 
groups, and 34 per cent of  the unirrigated area under natural pasture. 
On the other hand, they also had 27 per cent of  the leve l area existing i 
the 110 properties,. In h i l ly and mountainous zones, nevertheless, 
erosion affected  them in a greater proportion than the usual average, as 
31 per cent of  t r¿ i r area was affected  by moderate erosion and 2,5 per 






The owners' indifference  begins to appear in the very low proportion, in 
relation to the total areas, of  land under cultivation, Thus, while in the 
entire number of  properties .(110 properties) JS per cent (11,780 hectares) 
of  their arable area under, irrigation was sown or planted, in the group 
classified  as "uninterested" (23 farms),  only 47 per cent (l,609 hectares) 
was under cultivation. In consequence, while the .former  kept only 22 per' 
cent under natural pasture and lying fallow,  the latter had 53 per.cent of 
i t s total area in this condition. This situation appears in a more or less 
similar, form  in the unirrigated areas, since there the proportion cultivated 
in properties belonging to this class is 11 and 3 per cent respectively. 
According to estimates of  the research workers, 8 of  the 23 properties 
of  the group in question were operated with manifest  negligence owing.to the 
indifference  or apathy of  the farm  operators," Three of  them were maintained 
by their landlords mere rs long-tern investments of  capital, or as holiday 
residences,than as income-producing properties. The persons in charge of 
their administration had l i t t l e or no education and the landlords visited 
the properties only occasionally. For none of  the;u was the lack of  capital 
a. factor  that, limited their agricultural act iv i t ies, .hen questioned on 
this point they, stated that they had no dif f iculties  either of  an economic 
or of  any other nature to prevent them from  developing a n.ore intensive ' 
exploitation of  their land. These characteristics, and the fact  that these 
are irrigated estates with, for  the most part, Moderately fert i le  so i l , are ? 
clear indication that their production could be substantially increased. 
Of  the other five  propertiesv one, situated just outside Santiago, î as 
abandoned to natural pasture and devoted exclusively to the breeding and 
fattening  of  animals for  slaughtering. Two were handed over to the 
administration of  persons incompetent to manage properties of  such size0 
Another was the property of  a landlord with considerable ^states, -who, 
in spite of  having excellent land and abundant water, at his disposal on 
this property, only had 80 per cent of  i t s so i l cultivated, in unsatisfactory 
conditions, leaving the reaiaining 20 per cent, lying fallow.  The last was 
a rented property situated on the outskirts of  Santiago and scon to be split 
up into lots. The tenant, -who paid a low rent, devoted a large proportion 
of  the property to natural and cultivated grass crops for  the p.- sture Of 
horses and cattle, I t is interesting to observe that, on an average, these 
eight properties had more than 57 P-r cent of  their total area under natural 
pasture. ^ 
17 In the case of  three other properties, i t was considered that the apathy 
of  the operator was the second most important f?  ctor in limiting an 




Among the remaining 15 properties belonging to this group, 9 were 
apathetically worked by their operators, ovdng. to economic difficulties 
of  varying,orders. Three of  them — two managed by professionals  — had 
reached that condition either owing to the impossibility of  obtaining 
capital t© invest in them, or because they had reached a difficult  economic 
position due to unfavourable  marketing conditions or to high costs of 
production» In four  others, pests, diseases and a.dverse c3.imatic condition! 
had resulted in the repeated harvesting of  poor crops, which weakened the 
economic situation of  the operators to the point of  making them lose interés 
in improving the operation of  their land. This situation, moreover, was due 
in part to the incompetence of  the administrators, 'whether employees or the 
operators themselves, and to the dif f icult ies  which sane of  them found  in 
obtaining credits. In the remaining two water shortage was the factor  whicî 
limited production and accounted for  the indifference  with which their 
operators viewed any possibility of  increasing their production, 
Finally, in the six remaining properties belonging to the group, i t was 
found  that indifference,  was due, in two cases, chiefly  to the want of  • 
technical qualifications  on the part of  the farm  operators, x-ih0 had al l 
the factors  of  production within their reach, but m;-.d.e inadequate use of  them 
and had no means of  improving this situation. A third was physically incapab 
of  administering the property adequately. The organization of  a fourth 
property was found  to be deficient  owing to the scant or non-existent Ínteres' 
of  the administrator, who stated that his behaviour was due to the poor 
payment he received; i t should be added that the landlord of  this property 
exercised only occasional supervision over the act iv i t ies of  his employee. 
Difficulties  of  transport and a lack of  relatively efficient  labour were, 
apparently, the chief  reasons for  Which the farm  operators Of  the last two 
properties belonging to this group showed apathy towards the improvement of 
the farming  operations. 
Only a detailed study of  rural administration could determine with any 
accuracy the losses to the national- economy which the indifference,  of  this 
considerable number of  farm  operators, represents. As a result of  the 
present survey, it . IF only possible to under lino that given the inferior 
yields, the considerable area-left  under pasture and the absence of  any 
desire to invest capital in agriculture, i t is evident that there i s every. ' 





CHAPTER VI, Agricultural credit» 
Type of  farmers  who request credit and thè influence  on production 
The widely differing  characteristics o f  Chilean agriculture and 
especially the unequal distribution of  land,; the system of  payment for 
agricultural labour, the low standard of  l iving of  the bulk of  the 
working population and the relatively good supply o f  manpower,, have a l l 
led to capital investments being greatly reduced in agriculture» 4 
The Report of  the IBBD/FAO Mission on the agricultural, economy of 
Chile stated that the gros s annual investment in agriculture was nearly 
12 per cent of  the total gross annual inyestments for  the country and that, 
"this figure  appears too low to enable agriculture to develop in proportion 
to i ts importance, within the domestic economy", Regarding net investme: is 
the Report notes that with the exception of  194Ô and 1949, imports of 
agricultural machinery have been insufficient  tò counterbalance depreciatio; 
and that the.maintenance of  buildings, fences,  irrigation channels, etc , , 
has. been.inadequate. On the other hand, i t points out that evidence of 
sizeable investments in these items is lacking. I t particularly notes 
that the reduction of  the livestock, population, the fact  that, in the last 
decade the.area under cultivation and the agricultural yield remained 
stationary, are both indications of  the paucity of  net investments made 
in agriculture0 
In the provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso, this appreciation s t i l l 
appears^ to be true for  most of  thè properties» In fact,  in spite of  the 
limitations;of  this stucty- and dif f iculties  in obtaining information  from 
farmers,  i t was remarked that just under 15 pgr cent of  the farms,  v is i ted 
showed evidence of  definite  progress and of  net investments having been 
made. Such investments,, however, appeared to be exclusively for  the purchas 
of  agricultural machinery (including irrigation pumps), the improvement of 
dairy cattle:., small-scale irrigation constructions, and the planting of 
orchards and trees. Unfortunately,  the diff iculties  referred  to above have 
prevented an accurate statement of  the amount of.  these and other investments» 
I t was also possible to ascertain that in 36 per cent'1 (144) of  the farms 
visited there was no vis ible sign of  investment having been made, or at least 
1/ Agricultural Economy of  Chile, Report of  the. International.Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development and United Nations Food and Agriculture 
Organization, 1952, p, 113, 
. . ' /not during 
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not during the last twelve months. On the contrary, a l l the farms 
provided evidence of  clear disinvestment, as neither fencing,  buildings, 
not livestock showed signs of  maintenance or adequate replacement. 
This situation mainly esxisted in small'holdings, inasmuch as, of  the 
four  groups with farms  having a gross annual value of  production below 
104,000 pesos, 56 per cent showed no new investment. In the three grcups 
of  large properties, with a gross productive value of  over 480,000 pesos, 
the proportion was reduced to only 14 per cent. 
Those properties which were maintained under a "norma, 1" syston of 
operation, or which kept up a parallel level of  investments to depreciation, 
formed  49 per cent of  the total number studied. I t i s proper to insist 
that, because no rel iable figures  were obtained, these are only estimates 
based upon observations made by the research workers who conducted the 
enquiry and upon conversations held by them on this subject with landlords. 
However, i f  accurate data could not be obtained, i t was, however, 
possible to establish the origin of  those capital investments of  a permanent 
nature. In fact,  i t was found  that 38 per cent (153) of  the farms 
investigated aerived their investment funds  principally from  profits 
received fran  the farm  i tsel f ,  15 per cent (58 farms)  derived their 
funds  from  capital transfers  from  other sources, either commercial or 
industrial, or from  profits  gained in other enterprises of  an agricultural 
nature, and táiich are not dealt with in this study,. Only 11 per cent 
(42 farms)  requested agricultural credit, ^ As already noted earl ier , 
the remaining 36 per cent made no investments whatsoever, and the available 
capital was derived exclusively from  profits  accruing from  the property 
i t s e l f0 
Such a. low investment rate is partly uue to the scarcity of  long-term 
credit, but i s mainly caused by the disinterested attitude of  the farmers 
towards making improvenaatso Kany of  them, to safeguard  against the 
effects  of  inflation^  prefer  to transfer  their profits  to other activit ies 
chiefly  investing them in the purchase of  either urban plots or new 
agricultural properties» 
1/ Of  the 253 farm  operators who derived their capital from  the sources 
already indicated, 27 per cent of  them, to complete funis  lacking 
for  investments, resorted to the reinvestment, of  profits  as a source 
of  secondary importance; while 18 per cent transferred  funds  from 
other enterprises; 12 per cent requested credit and the remaining 43 




A^teslfrmraj.  credit ....... . ¡. .-«. ,• 
Although only IB per cent (72) farm  operators stated, that they had 
used credit as one ^f  their two. principal sources of  permanent capital,. 
i t was possible to determine that 44 per cent of  a l l 'vperatcrs had 
recourse to credit to obtain part cf  the operating capital necessary for 
the working of  their farsas,, 
Such a great difference  between the two types of  credit was partly 
caused by diff iculties  f,5>r  the farmer  in obtaining long cr medium-term 
loans with the "aim of  increasing their balance or of  beginning rœ>f.types 
of  works Normally the farmer  is only able tc obtain shrrt-tera credits,. 
from  nine months to a year, from  one institution, which wi l l provide them 
at a low rate of  interest, the Caja de Crédito Agrario, a semi-fiscal 
institutions Lacking such means the farmer  must turn to commercial 
banking loans, with a high rate of  interest and to be repaid within 90 
days. 
The fact  that the Caja de Crédito Agrario has reduced i ts medium or ; 
long-term loans from  almost 30 per cent of  the total during the thirties 
• - • 1/ 
to less, than 5 per cênt during the last few  yearsf  gives seme idea of  the . 
diff iculties  with which a farmer  is faced  in raising investments by means 
of  credite ' ... ' 
30 per cënt (121) of  the farm  operators stated that one of  the 
principal requirements to increase the quantum of  production would be to 
obtain medium-term loans for  investment in permanent imprcvements to 
their property. 2/ 
A somewhat different  situation is apparent for  credits for  operating 
capital, since a higher proportion of  the farmers,  44 per cent, indi.cated 
the necessity for  obtaining loans of  this kind, at a lew rate of  ir.terestp 
a3 an essential requirement to increase their productif»n0 
I t ahould be explained that of  the tota l interviewed, 57 per cent 
(224 farmers)  indicated that they required credit as an essential element 
1/ IBRD/FAQ report on the Agricultural Economy of  Chile» 
2/ Of  these 121 farmers  only 41 per cent (50 farmers)  considered this facto: 
as the most importante Another 34 P©r cent thought i t was of  secondary 
importance and the remaining 25 per cent stated that i t was of  less 
importance. 
2/ Of  the 177 farmers  who gave an opinion on this subject 53 per cent 
(94 of  them) indicated that this problem was one of  top priority. The gre p 
of  farmers  who thought it of  secondary importance stood at 31 per cent • 
(55 farmers)  and only 16 per cent (31 of  them) gave it l itt le importance,. 
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to increase their production. Of  these 86 fanners  (38 per cent) stated 
that they required credits both for  investment and for  operating capital. 
The remainder only mentioned one of  these two factors, 
With the exception of  the properties with a large gross value of 
production (Group No. 10), no significant  differences  were observed in the 
credit requirements between the different  groups, but in a l l of  them the 
number of  farm  operators who considered that they required credit for 
investments, for  operating capital, or for  both, fluctuated  between a 
minimum of  54 per cent and a maximum of  66 per cent. By contrast, in 
Group No. 10, that with the highest gross value of  production, this 
proportion was only 25 per cent0 
Up to a certain point, i t wcuId.appear inappropriate to use these 
replies as an exact index of  the farmers  credit requirements. During 
the conversations with these farn  operators i t . was noted, that many of  them 
were not prepared to answer the questions on the incentives they would, 
require to increase their production. Such measures did not figure  among 
their immediate plans and consequently the answers that were obtained were, 
to a certain extent, improvised. On the other hand, a number of  the 
farmers  were entirely ignorant of  credit fac i l i t i es  and the possibil it ies 
for  obtaining them. In fact,  i t was observed that only 44 per cent of  a l l 
the farmers  had turned, in one form  or another, to the procurement of 
banking, agricultural or commercial credits to finance  their operations. 
The remaining 56 per cent, for  differing  reasons, could not or did not wish 
to use credit, as well as others -vho were ignorant of  credit fac i l i t i es e 
From the replies obtained from  the Survey i t is possible to out line 
the principal obstacles to a wider use of  credit; they are as follows  in 
order of  importance: 
lo The term was too short and the interest too high on commercial credit, 
2, Ignorance of  the existence of  credit fac i l i t i es ,  particularly among 
small holders* 
3, Long 'delays in obtaining credit and the necessity for  guarantees, thich 
in many cases were not readily available to farmers  and particularly 
to small holders;, 
4, Difficulties  in obtaining loans in time to carry put the work at the 
right season,, 
/5, The negative 
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5. The negative attitude oí" some banking institutions to the 
provision of  credit, on the pretext of  a lack of  funds» 
It-should also be mentioned that a considerable number of  the 
farmers  simply did not ask for  credit because they did not need i t and. 
were in a financial  position to carry out every part of  their work. 
The opinions given by the research workers who interviewed farm 
operators on the moré essential incentives to increase production 
J coincided only partially with the statements of  the farmers  on the credit 
requirements» Indeed, to compare their observations, i t may be seen that 
thè research workers indicated that credit was necessary in 106 out of 
the total 226 properties investigated. On the other hand, the researcher; 
considered that in 4 per cent of  the cases i t was necessary, i f  not essent: 1, 
for  ths farmer  to obtain credit to finance  his operations, even when the. 
farmer  felt  no such urgent requirement, . 
I t should be underlined, however, that thé research workers only 
indicated th e urgency for  increasing production and.in no case "contradict et 
.the opinion of  farmers  on the subject of  credit. To arrive at-ari accurate 
statement on this problem, i t would have been necessary to make a detailed 
study of  the financial  situation of  each farm  operator, together with a 
review of  the possibi l i t ies of  the property to determine the type of 
operation which would best suit, i t , 
CHAPTER VII , Systems of  Agricultural .Operation arid, 'the Interests of 
Society, 
I f  the farmer,  like a businessman, normally tr ies to increase his 
income as much as possible, so the people of  a country.are directly 
interested in a farm  accomplishing i t s role in society by increasing 
i t s gros s production to the full..  In other words, society judges, the valu 
of  a property in terns of  the value of  i t s production. This is no' more 
than the price, which society pays for  ..each article multiplied, by the 
quantity produced and sold, . The price, can be established by society either 
through regulations of  i t s government pr through ..the free  play of  supply an; 
demand, • . '•" , -. '.- ' ' ' ' 
In view of  the impossibility of  establishing the farmers,  net. income, 
the gross value of  production of  a property has alone beë'n mentioned in 
the present stuc^r. But, in practice, the net income is what a .farmer. 
considers, since his interest l ies in the net profit  on his capital, his 
/work and his 
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work and his administrative capacity. Among other reasons, i t is due to 
the incentive to increase the profit  that some properties, managed by 
progressive and hard-working operators, obtain a greater yield per unit 
of  area than othex*s» 
With the aim of  measuring the production which an operator obtains 
from  a unit of  area, there is a simple system to express the size of  the 
property in ,;units of  irrigated land" .^ Given thenumber of  units in each 
property, they are divided into 10 tenths of  40 parcels of  land each, 
beginning with the smallest. F.ach group was in turn subdivided into two 
groups in accordance with the gross value of  production, and half  those 
with a lower value were placed in one group and half  those with a high 
va°lue in the others, (See Table 20)and Plate 7 , ) 
Table 20 Gross Value of  Production and 'iork Input per "Unit of 
Irrigated Land" in 401 Properties in the Provinces of 
Santiago and Valparaiso 
Gross value of  production 
per "unit of  irrigated land" 
( in thousands of  pesos) 
Group 
/fork-days  per "unit of 
irrigated land" 
Low income High income Low income High income 
¡sectors sectors sectors sectors 
1 67 88 1,370 608 
2 24 52 217 37S 
3 30 48 2.66 378 
4 28 55 228 232 5 28 49 15?. 179 
6 27 57 123 147 
7 21 51 92 158 8 21 44 49 96 
9 20 28 81 63 
10 • 10 17 34 35 
1/ T'y determine the measurement of  "a ur.it of  irrigated so i l " ; a hectare 
of  irrigated XiCid was choseno To i t was assigned the average 
production value for  the Provinces of  Santiago and Valparaiso, 
weighting i t both with the areas used fc-r  different  crops and. the 
area le f t  fallow  or 'hi  natural pasture (arable, not arao^e, irrigated 
and unirrigated)® Talcing the pj^duetica values obtained in other 
agricultural sectors and comparing them with that of  the given 
irrigated hectare i t is possible to establish the. following  equivalents! 
1 unit a? irrigated soi l is equal; to 3 hectares of  unirrigated sc i l 
under cultivation? to 10 hectares of  ar t i f i c ia l  wocdla&dj- to 50 ; 
hectares tinder unirrigated natural pasture; and to 200 hectares of 
unirrigated laçd whiòh cannot be cultivated and are generally used 
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For example, in Group 6 the properties concerned average 5«5 units of 
irrigated land, corresponding in this case to an area of  22 hectares. 
Half  these properties yield a gross income ef  approximately 27 thousand 
pesos per unit, of  land. The other half  gives a return of  over 57 
thousand pesos per unit. In this way, two properties more or less 
equal in area can be shewn to have entirely different  types of  production. 
An analysis, of  the reasons for  this disparity immédiately shows that 
there is a wide difference  in the type of  exploitation common to each . 
sector, for  whereas that of  thé smaller income sub-group is devoted 
almost entirely to wide spread cultivation, the tendency in the highefr-
income properties is strongly towards intensive cultivation. 
The higher-income sector absorbs a greater amount of  labour (see Plate 7 
amounting to 175 man-days per unit of  irrigated land, as against an 
input of  130 man-days for  the lowers-income properties • There is a 
similar relationship in practically a l l the other ©roups, with the 
exception of  Group 9, where the lower-income sector has a greater labour 
input than the higher-income sector, due possibly to a more advanced state 
of  mechanization on the part of  the latter* 
It should be noted that the difference  between thé two sectors is . 
also affected,  to a minor degree, by the fact  that the lower-income 
properties contain a slightly higher proportion of  unirrigated areas 
than those of  the higher-income sector. 
From an examination of  Plata4?, it may be seen that production 
per unit of  irrigated land is considerably higher in the group containing 
the smallest properties (Group 1) , This, however, is due to outside 
factors  whichcannot appropriately be considered here. The value of 
production in the intermediate groups (Groups 2 to 6) is more or less 
the same; however, from  Group 7 onwards there is a progressive decline 
which reaches a minimum in Group 10. At first  sight this disparity in 
gross production per unit of  irrigated land between the large and small-
sized properties would appear to contradict the conclusions drawn in 
previous chapters as regards the greater productivity of  labour on the 
larger properties. The smaller production per unit of  laiid under 




whether irrigated or not, in the total yie24 of  a property» . In this 
connexion. it must be recalled that in the s&sçples fealraa  67 P«5?' 
cent of  ths natural pasture undsr irrigaiicav aa-d 95 :pôr., cent ..of  t hese 
on unirrigated land fall  within the properiiea belonging to C-roups 9 
and 10o . „- - -• 
Taking lot o consideration the predpr4îiant 'part pieced by the-
larger properties (Groups and 10) in the samples taken together 
with their reduced production per unit of  irrigated land, compared to 
the smaller properties^ it nay be concluded that, with.the raising of 
the production of  the first  to the level rf  the second,... the total. ; 
production of  the region could be practically doubledo 
As already pointed out, the farmer  (like any other business jçaan ) 
is mainly interested.in his net profit,  i e e 0 the difference  betwaen-
the gross value of  production ard his total expenses., . which include 
not only outlay on seeds, machinery, labour and fertilizers  :or 
insecticides, but also the interest on and repayment of  credit obtained, 
and an adequate return for  his own work and invested .capital o 
It can thus readily be understood that in carrying out.this 
objective many .farmers  plan their operations in such a way that, in 
order to obtain an adequate return for  their investmentthey actually 
decrease the overall production which is of  such great importance to 
Sacistyo 
In embarking, upon programmes involving more advanced techniques 
arai intensification.of  production (including full  use of  the .available 
land), with a .consequent increase in the volume of  production,- farmers 
have to take greater investment risks and make a. greater personal effort 
This they tend to avoiij even though the results would .he. favourable 
to them, preferring  simpler methods of  exploitation», . . 
A careful  study of  the differences  between, the personal interests 
of  the farmer  and those of  the community as a whole would; be of  great, 
service to the governnsnt in drawing up a system which would satisfy, 
the requirements of  both parties» 
' " ' '/CHAPTER VÏ I I . 
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CHAPTER V I I I , Production Incentivea as Viewed by the Farm Operator • 
One of"'the  purposes of  this Study was to determine, the'opinions of 
farmers  regarding the incentives to increase their production, 
;.As.. indicated, the ráethod of  direct interview has. certain disadvantages 
preventing a precise ^classification  of  the problems with regard, to their 
real order, of  - importance, As a general rule, thé farm  operator considers ' 
his situation.as more or less fixed  and exerts l i t t l e effort  to bring about 
changes. In .other, words^ with certain exceptions, he does not normally 
devote sufficient  attention to. an analysis of  his problems' or the manner 
in which they might be solved. Therefore,  when questioned regarding the 
problem generally, the farm  operator gave answers ivhich were somewhat 
improvised .and,c-in the majority of  cases, lacked reflection  or thought. 
Nonetheless, and despite the fact  that many of  the answers contain' ' 
more or less serious.discrepancies, the Study has proved invaluable as 
a means for  understanding the farmer's.  point of  view with regard to his 
problems and the way in ttfhich  he believes solutions, might be'• effected, 
The opinions without doubt approximately i l lustrate the more- urgent and 
pressing problems for  an increase in production which demand solution by 
the farmer,  .. .i '. 
In analysing the replies,, i t is evident, that only 1 per cent (4 cases) 
categorically indicated that there were no problems of  any sort. An 
interesting aspect of  these four  cases according to the research workers 
conducting the Study, is that two of  such farmers  were exploiting their • 
properties practically to ful l  capacity, 
Credit •. . 
Judging' from  the number of  farmers  who expressed an opinion, 
the factor  constituting the major obstacle to an increase in production : : ' 
i s lack of  capital, 57 per cent. (226 producers) indicated a need for  credit 
to invest, operating capital, or both* Since a mèntion of  the importanôè 
of  this problem has already been, made in an earlier*Chapter, no further 
repetition i s necessary, • ! ; ' > • • ' " ' 
Irrigation ' ."."•'•"•'•'"- •'• 
M t n H W t t V M M M I M 
Of  a l l the problems mentioned by farmers,  fòlíòwing  a lack of  capital, 




irrigation system altogether or the relative scarcity of  water in some of 
irrigated zones, particularly the area served by the river Maipo, 
137 farm  operators (35 per cent) emphasised this problem, but only 93 
of  them considered i t to be of  primary importanta, 22 classifying  i t 
secondary» Of  these properties 79 were ijnirrigated so that the installatio 
of  an irrigation system would require the investment of  substantial capital 
for  projects, which, in some cases, would necessarily be of  considerable 
proportions. In a limited number of  fanas  a partial solution to this 
problem ha? been sought through the dialling of  deep wells, to be used 
by pumpinga The other 41 properties already had irrigation systems 
but suffered  from  .a scarcity of  water, particularly during periods when 
i t was most needed., 
Without doubt this lack of  water in some cases is a serious obstacle 
to the farmers,  but i t should be recalled that many of  these problems 
could be solved with relative ease through a. better util ization of  the 
available water supplies, The general opinion of  the research workers 
was that in Chile, and particularly in the central zone, the excessive 
waste of  available water provides one of  the fundamental  reasons for 
scarcity in certain areas» 
Ferti l izers 
As a general rule, capital investment for  the fert i l ization  of 
the soi l is norically effected  only by the ¡medium or large farm  owners, 
the small holder only employing reduced quantities, principally for 
vegetable produce. I t was interesting to note, however, that the 
need for  their use, added to their scarcity on the market, were only 
considered to be of  third in importance among the obstacles to production, 
A substantial percentage of  the farmers  who so classified  i t were small 
holders, som© owning -unirrigated land0 
31 per cent of  the farm  operators interviewed underlined the need 
for  employing fer t i l i zers ,  many of  them stating that the principal 
difficulty  lay in the scarcity of  fert i l i zers  on the market. I t i s of 
interest to this report that 23 farmers  considered this to be their primary 
problem, 3$ classifying  i t as of  secondary importances, 
Such interest in the problem of  fert i l izers  - particularly among 
smallholders - constitutes.a most promising sign, for  a possible 




importance of  enriching the so i l , as well, as the results which this..'way : 1 
have on yields-and, as a net result, the improvement of  their own economies 
According to certain farmers,  the use of  fer t i l i zers  wçuld. have-spread-
more rapidly i f  there had been an agency equipped to,teach them the 
advantages, as well as'the techniques of  using them, particularly i f  these: 
instructions had. been accompanied by a reduction in price » 
Prices and distribution ' 
Judgingr frõih'  the number of  answers received, prices were considered 
to be of.  néxt importance as an obstacle to production. It. was considered 
that these,'in addition to the Government programme of  price fixing, 
afforded,  insufficient  remuneration for  certain produce» Actually, only 
26 per cent (102 producers) showed dissatisfaction  with certain prices; 
two thirds of  this group indicated that the prbblem.pf  prices primarily 
affected  milk, followed  by vegetable produce, and to a.smaller extent, 
fruit  and wheat as well. L i t t l e more than 3 per cent of;  the total v':: : 
expressed their intention to abandon dairy production as a result of  the 
unfavourable  ratio between the fixed  prices and the high, production costs, 
A similar problem,but apparently of  udnor importance in the opinion 
of  farmers,  wás the extreme variation in seasonal and. long-range pricës» 
20 per cent (79 farmers)  considered this to be a primary.obstacle to 
production increases.* particularly with regard to vegetable produce and 
poultry, 39 farmers  indicated that price fluctuations  should be 
classified  as of  secondary importance,, 
There , were few  producers who appreciated the intimate relationship 
existing between prices and distribution. As a matter of  fact,-only 
12 per cent (48) considered i t necessary to improve the distribution . 
system as a means of  receiving a'greater share o f  the. value paid by 
consumers. The majority hcidihg this bel ief  were producers of  perishable 
or semi-perishable goods which require almost immediate distribution to 
markets, since there are at present insufficient  refrigeration  facilities.. 
Furthermore, the general opinion vas that the principal dif f iculties  in 
establishing a more adequate system of  distribution'lay in the number : ; 
of  middle-men absorbing a large share of  the price paid by the consumer, 
/Transport and Roacis_ 
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Transport and Roads 
Closely related to the problem of  prices and distribution is that of 
transport and roads0 Compared to the rest of  Chile, the Provinces of 
Santiago and, Valparaiso enjoy the most complete and, possibly, the be3t 
road network» However, there are s t i l l various zones linked to the 
consumption centrep by dirt-roads, which can only be used during dry periodsc 
There are other areas where the road conditions and the somewhat long 
distances involved, contribute to a definite  Increase in transport costs -
an adverse situation for  the farmer®  Areas lacking improved reads, which 
can only be used by carriages or horses, are relat ively few;  these are 
generally sectors of  l i t t l e economic value, located in valleys where only 
unirrigated agriculture can be practicede 
But 9 per cent of  the producers (34) indicated that bad roads, 
or a complete lack of  transport fac i l i t ies ,  should be classified  amongst 
the f i rst  two factors  limiting production, 10 per cent (41) classified 
i t as secondary in importance» ! 
Techniques 
Mbdern agricultural operating techniques have actually penetrated to 
only a small sector of  the agriculture practiced in the Provinces of 
Santiago and Valparaiso, Their effects,  have ^ot been fe l t  to any great 
extent in the major areas of  production» I t fyas  already been shown that 
only l6 per cent of  the farms  are uti l ized tS  fu l l  capacity. Even in 
this small percentage, there are some sectors exploited solely by . 
experimental methods, whose efficiency  is far  below the leve l of  agriculture 
in more highly developed countries. Among the remaining 84 per cent, 
a high proportion s t i l l work under experimental and traditional methods. 
In fact,  judging from  answers received from  farmers,  à half  of  these, 
particularly those of  smallholders,, do not have any knowledge of  the 
advantages, which modern techniques might bring to yields and productive 
efficiency®  This explains why only 35 per cent indicated a need for 
technical advice to increase production, and 23 per cent (93 operators) 
the need for  improved seed. Only 43 farmers  classified  the lack of 
technical advice as an obstacle of  primary or secondary importance; 
30 others considered that classification  more appropriately reserved for 
the need for  better seed, A possible explanation is that a great majority 
/of  farmers 
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of  farmers,  do not receive sufficient  co-operation on the part of  the 
Government» Government agricultural.officials,  as a general rule, are 
not provided with adequate transport,.means for  v is i t ing the farms  in' 
their - respective districts and therefore,  linlit their inspections to 
those properties where aid has been specifically  solicited» Their 
consultations.are normally conducted in their offices  which obviously 
are not as effective  as those realized at the;'farm  i tse l f »  Added to ' 
this inconvenicne, not a l l farmers  are in the'position to v i s i t the 
Agricultural Offices  of  their respective distr ict capitals» At the same 
time; there does not appear to exist a close enough collaboration between 
the Extension Services and the Experimental Stations, with the result • 
that the task of  providing instruction has barely "reached i t s preliminary 
stageso 
..The smallholders are more affected  by this problem of  co-operation 
than any of  the .others, since half  of  them are-not even aware of  the existe; 
•of  Extension Services, nor of  the possibility of  obtaining fres  instruction; 
In this, respect, the farmer  has a certain inherent mistrust towards 
the introduction of  new methods for  production, and any intensive 
programe, w i l l meet , with some resistanc&o This can only be overcome by 
a practical demonstration of  the advantages« 
I t is considered that the disorganized operating methods used in 
the area, are primarilj'- due to the lack of  an efficient  Extension Servies ' 
which is, not sufficiently  supported by an adequate number of  Experimental 
Stations» The farmers  maintain their own individual methods as to the 
type, and variety of  cultivation which they consider appropriate to a given 
so i l . I t has been observed - excépt where the advantage of  a certain 
type of  cultivation has been universally acknowledged - that cultivation 
methods and crop rotatipn systems bear no resemblance from  one farm  to 
another within the sans area, resulting in significant  divergencies in 
yields, production and profits. 
Taxation 
Taxation obstructs Chilean agricultural activit ies to a smaller 
degree than, in the majority of  more hi^ily developed agricultural 
communities,» Nonetheless, 80 producers (20 per coat) indicated i t as 




appear that- a greater pressure is imposed upon the smaller farms, 
particularly those in the. unirrigated areas» As a matter of  fact)  of 
the 29 farmers  who declared that taxation constituted a primary obstacle, 
55 per cent belonged to the four  smallest production units and none 
belonged to the two groups of  large propertiesc A similar proportion 
of  the smallholders maintained that taxation was a problem of  secondary 
importance» However, the 10 per cent (7 farm  operators) supporting thi3 
opinion were owners of  the ninth and tenth largest farm  classifications 
employed in this Study, 
Agricultural Machinery 
The scarcity of  agricultural machinery on the market, a3 well as 
the high purchase price, was considered, by 7 per cent of  the farmers, 
to be a problem of  primary importance for  agricultural production 
increases®. An additional 11 per ccr.t maintained that i t was of  secondary 
importance. The farmers  considering this, indicated that prices for 
agricultural machinery were high and out of  a l l proportion to the 
manufacturers'  cost price as compared'with prices for  agricultural products 
In their opinion, the cost of  mechanisation in Chile might even attain 
higher levels than in the majority of  other Latin-American countries, 
due to high in i t i a l costs and the even higher prices of  spare parts. 
I t was also indicated that, added to the high prices and scarcity of 
new machinery already obstructing proper mechanization, i t was often 
impossible to obtain the specific  models required by the farmer,, 
Other Probl ema 
Other problems hindering a productive increase may be l isted, 
although they were mentioned by relatively few  farmers.  They were: 
the low productivity of  labour; an inadequate labour supply; the effects 
of  plant diseases,» The f i rst  of  these was indicated by 19 per cent 
of  the producers, the second by 15 per cent and the last by only 
3 per cento In addition, 2 per cent mentioned the need for  drainage, 






The choice of  an adequate sampling system for  an area with such 
differing  characteristics as the central zone of  Chile, presented various 
dif f icult ies. 
When this study was init iated, the proposed field  of  action was 
practically unknown inasmuch as the only detailed information  available 
was the agricultural census of  1935-36 which, in addition to bein^ out 
of  date, had serious deficiencies,  precluding i t s possible use» 
Furthermore, the l i s t of  taxpayers furnished  by the Income Tax 
Office  not only was unclassified  but did not give exact data for  each, 
zone. Only information  as to ownership registration was available but 
lacked the aggregate number of  agricultural enterprises in operation. 
In view of  these dif f icult ies,  i t was decided to base, the sampling 
only upon definite  information,  the area, for  which purpose the 
topographical maps - 1/100,000 and 1/25,000 scale - prepared by .the 
Instituto Geográfico  id l i tar were used. At the same time, i t was. 
decided to narrow sampling to the only completely mapped provinces .of  the 
Central Zone - ò-ntiago and Valparaiso, This choice was further 
supported by the fact  that these two provinces cover a complete cross-
section of  the country extending, as they do, from  the foothills  of  the 
Andes to. the ocean. This section is representative of  the Central Zone 
of  Chile. 
The differences  between the agricultural areas of  the region, 
as regards irrigated and unirrigated cultivation, presented serious 
dif f icult ies  in determining the physical extent of  the Study, These were 
heightened by the unequal distribution of  property, as demonstrated by 
the co-e:dlstence of  extensive larg3 properties encircled by hundreds of  , 
smallholdings* 
After  many experiments in the selection.of  the percentages to be 
used, i t was decided that 5 per cent of  the given area would produce 
a sample suitable for  the results required and to coincide with the. 
budget for  this projects This selection of  sample production units was 
conducted in the following  manner: 
/a) The selection 
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a) The selection of  a square kilometre for  each sample unit, in 
order to faci l i tate  field  work; 
b)' The division of  the topographical maps - 1/100,000 scale - into 
sqüare kilometre areas, choosing by lot one out of  each twenty squares, 
or 5 per cent of  the tota l area; 
c ) The transfer  of  the selected units to 1/25,000 scale map 
sections which for  clarity and ease in;finding,  and plotting l imits, 
contained detailed points of  reference  of  the terrain0 
Ás a result, 93 sample units were chosen, or, approsirnately 
5 per cent of  the total area of  the two provinces 
For the ennumeration and study of  each unit, i t was decided to 
v is i t each and every one in order to determine the presence or absence 
of  the landlord» To avoid duplication and to ensure that both large 
and small properties would appear in the sample according to their 
respective degree of  importance, only such holdings where administrative 
buildings coincided with the selected sample squares were tabulated« 
I f  a large property fe l l  within a square, this was numbered as a whole 
even though i t comprised various units. Conversely, i f  various small 
holdings were found  to be included within one unit, each was numbered 
separately. 
The selected squares were fixed,  closely approximating to the site 
in the actual terrain by means of  the points of  reference  indicated in 
the map sections, as well as through the use of  the speedometres of  motor 
vehicles, the distance measured between the reference  points, as well as 
the margins of  the chosen squares. Directions for  these were obtained 
by means of  the compass. 
The actual properties were visited by 8 experienced agricultural 
engineers, the majority, of  whom knew the area well. In cases where 
a farmer  refused  to give information,  or was absent, an alternate 
property bordering the sample unit in question was visited. 
The Questionnaire 
A short and concise questionnaire was drawn up to faci l i tate 
interviews. I t comprised questions referring  not only to the incentives 




but also to the most l ikely solutions» In addition, i t attempted to 
obtain data concerning the available factors  of  production util ized in th^ 
soil cultivation, Complémentary questicnis were used in order,,to cross-
check certain answers, particularly those regarding factors.cf  production» 
An effort  "was'made'to avoid a l l questions not directly concerned with the 
aims of  the study» ..: - " 
Research-workers 
• The research workers conducting the survey received concrete 
instructions regarding the ultimate purpose of  the Survey,, as well • 
as the technique to be employed in conducting an interview» 
A training period'was given beforehand,  to ensure that the research workers 
would be sufficiently  experienced» 
The interviews were not limited .merely to answering the questionnaire 
but extended over various topics, thus enabling the research worker 
to form  a definite  opinion of  each unit visited» A section of  the ' 
questionnaire was devoted to the opinions of  the research worker, and in -
addition to which, lie was réquired to complete the report with a brief 
analysis cf  the problems he considered required solution in order to 
increase production, . i 
Ruction of  the Farmers to the Study 
On the whole, the reception of  the research workers by the . 
farmers  was cordial and only in isolated cases ware refusals  to grantr 
information  experienced. At the same time, however, a marked reticence 
to reveal datá concerned with net or gross income was rioted*-: . Nor was i t 
possible to obtain adequate information  regarding the actual yields of  '"• 
the units» 
The limited nature of  the information  prevented the presentation • 
of  certain aspects, including some of  a technical nature.;,such .as the 
influence  of  prices upon production, the role of  administration in 
the efficiency'of  production and agriculture.in general, as well-; à s the 
use of  other methods of  evaluation. :>; • •.". 
Tabulation 
Tabulation of  information  was accompli.shed through the use of 
a well knoivn-model of  calculating machines wherever possible, but: where 
information  was partial or merely an opinion, such work was performed 




As à ;Consequence of  the unequal property distribution, two common 
types of  errors recurred. Firstly, some areas containing large properties 
did not receive adequate representation in the sampling, whereas in others 
their representation was exaggerated,. In order to correct this anomaly, 
the number of  farms  necessary to provide a complete picture of  the area 
was added, choosing them by lo t from  among such properties which had not 
appeared in the sampling « In order to correct exaggerated representation, 
the method of  choosing by lot was employed, to eliminate those farms 
which appeared to have been over-represented. 
Secondly, the sampling revealed an area greater than originally 
envisaged, Upon further  analysis, the various farms  comprised in the 
groups concerned indicated that their areas - compiled at the time by 
the Economic Commission for  Latin America, ut i l iz ing the Property 
Evaluation Registry ~ provided an over-representation in the case of 
large properties and a corresponding under-valuation in smallholdings. 
This problem was not considered as serious owing to the;custom 
of  many of  the production units to accumulate more than one ownership 
t i t l e . Furthermore, the aggregate area of  these properties had only 
a slight influence  upon the total-, 
In order to adjust the large properties, which were over-represented, 
those contained in the sample were, compared with the others in the 
different  groups according to size, extracting properties to lower 
the area of  the group by 5 per cent from  the total area of  a l l groups. 
To avoid errors through the arbitrary elimination of  some properties, 
i t was preferable  to establish a coefficient  representing the ratio 
between the total area of  the properties eliminated and the total area 
of  the group to apply the coefficient  to the data for  the entire group. 
In this way, the varying information  obtainèd for  properties in the 
group would be weighted by the same factor  and would represent, in a 
ratio corresponding to their actual size, a greater number of  properties. 
The results of  this readjustment aiultiplied by twenty are illustrated 
in Table 21, 
Date of  Survey 
The properties were visited during the months of  April and May, '1952, 
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Table 21 Readjustment of  the Sample as a result of  data, obtained 
from  the Property Evaluation Registry for  the Provinces 
of  Santiago and Valparaiso » 
Size of 
property 
No o of 
ox/ner-
ship 
t i t l e s 
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V A L P A ñ A I S 0 
1 - 4 9,390 1.2 ̂  
5 - 1 9 4,420 132 2 0 - 4 9 1,423 44 
50 - 99 573 20 
100 - 199 422 30 
200 - 499 338 15 
500 - 999 164 i l 
1000 -^999 272 15 










Area less than 1 hctre< 
Area not recognized 
as agricultural 











1 - 4 3,780 SI 8,179 1,980 
5 - 1 9 X;379 30 13,012 5,400 
20 - 49 419 6 12,383 4,280 
50 - 99 143 4 9,708 5,520 100 - 199 104 • 7 13,854 20,840 
200 - 499 79 3 26,555 23,080 
500 - 999 50 4 c/ 35,949 62,140 c/ 
1000 -4999 99 5 214,554 210,700 
5OOO and over 12 -JLJÍ/ 119,945 143,420 j / 
Sub-total 6,065 111 457,138 526,960 














Ro^ê: a/ Reduction oi1 1*5" properties'" coinpHsiri/? 72$,640" Eecïarés, ' 
^ and tütalling 7Ü'615 
c/ Reduction of  eight fanas  comprising 111,740 hectares, 
a/ Two farms  larger than 4,000 hectares each totalling 14,342 
were reduced to 7,171 hectares. 
